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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon June 26, 1971

Chief of Police James M
Orown reported citations to the
ty council on Thursday for the
'period of June 7 through June 2(
pi follows: public drunkenness
13, illegal possesion•of alcohol 2,
lo city sticker, 38, no state inipection sticker 62, unnecessary
ise 6, reckless driving 10,
piffling 2.
DWI 3, improper registration 2,
ving on suspended license 1, no
ators license 10, clisregarg stop sign 2, fleeing police
icer 2, disorderly conduct 1,
1.
Accidents investigated numed 15 and five cases of
ing and entering were inated.
The city court disposed of the
as follows: tried as charged
filed away 53.
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Police Chief Reports Drug Abuse Film
On Citations Issued To Be Shown At

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Jtilit y
21.00,

tility
high

In Our lend Year

Murray Drive-In

Warrant Issued
For Arrest Of
Daniel Ellsberg

"The Seekers", a powerful
real-life unscripted film about
young people, former drug
abusers, who "tell it like it is" in
We understand Flip Wilson drove
Encounter group sessions, will be
Ralph Nader right up a wall
featured at the Murray Drive-In
doing a Coppertone commercial.
Theater July 2 through July 4,
WASHINGTON (UPI) -A concerned about the war in
under the sponsorship of Kenwarrant was filed Friday for Vietnam and that he was going
Harold Fones ov't et Buck's Body
tucky Department of Mental
the arrest of Daniel Ellsberg, to be actively working against
Shop says his little girl saw what
Health and Community Mental
him with illegal it and that there were things
charging
die thousht was a Sparrow with a
Health Center of Western Kenpossession of a top-secret that had not been disclosed
real sharp bill and when he
tucky.
Pentagon study on the Vietnam which should be known.
looked closer he saw it was a light
Presented by the ComWar, the Justice Department "He then said he would only
Juvenile
Starling.
brown
monwealth of Kentucky, through
give it to authorized people like
announced today.
Starlings are brownish. They
of
the Kentucky Department
Sens.
Fulbright and Goodell,"
warrant,
grow
and
they
older.
as
darken
The complaint
Mental Health, Project Drive-In
she said.
Seekers-an exhibition of this filed in Los Angeles and
Marine
There is a bird too that travels
exciting film in theatres disclosed in Washington early Ellsberg, 40, a
with Starlings sometime. The
throughout the State-is another this morning, said Ellsberg had veteran, graduated summa cum
Brown Headed Cowbird.
phase of The Kentucky I.D.E.A. one 47-volume set and another laude from Harvard in 1952,
. (Involvement in Drug Education 18 volume set of the documents. earned his masters in 1954, was
different
M
MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL MAJORETTES were among more gam 50 girls from
This reminds us of the old joke
against Abuse), Kentucky's All but one were classified "top a junior fellow during 1956-59,
MHS
about a fellow looking through his schools to attend the Shirley Ross Twirling Camp June 21-25 at Murray State University. In the
and received his doctorate in
continuing program to combat secret."
by economics from Harvard in
field glasses at a classy looking group is (first row from left( Cathy Cristopher, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Cristopher of 1509
The documents held
to
and
drug
educate
and
abuse
daughter
lass a yard or two away. His wife Johnson Blvd.; Karen Kennedy,daughter of Jack &Kennedy of 807 Sharpe; Julie Whitford,
inform all citizens about the facts Ellsberg were xerox copies and 1963.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
daughter
Miller,
Gaye
row)
(second
Dudley;
1501
of
Whitford
Max
Mrs.
and
he
Mr.
bird
of
of
kind
what
asked him
of and possible solutions to the included "descriptive text, ca- In 1964 he joined the Defense
Farm
By United Press International drug problem.
special
a
was looking at and he says a Tip Miller of 1411 Sycamore; Cindy Parker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Parker of College
blegrams, memoranda, decision Department as
Rd.,: Carol Brandon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Brandon of 1707 Ryan; and Debbie Lee, . Sultry, midsummer weather Further information 4bout the papers and other internal assistant to John T. McNaughYellow Headed Baby Sitter.
evailed over much of the local drug situation and how to executive branch documents," ton, assistant defense secretary
daughter of Mr.and Mrs. Art Lee of 131$ Main.
tion today, but some Ohio deal with it is available from the complaint said.
We always enjoy the Orchard
for international security. Mcts may have
been Willard Alls, Murray-Calloway
Orioles in our back yard. Papa is
The complaint was signed by Naughton was responsible for
to start thinking about County Hospital or J. Donald U.S. Magistrate Venetta S. coordinating the Pentagon rered and black and mama is olive
's Ark.
ssd greenish.
Brock, Murray Mental Health Tassopulos in Los Angeles and port which traced U.S. involveavy thunderstorms bolted Center.
charged Ellsberg with unau- ment in Vietnam from the
Ohio during the night,
thorized possession and failure Truman administration to 1968.
Ow of the saddest parts of the
three-quarter inch hail
Viet Nam war, other than the
to return top secret government Ellsberg was an adviser with
more than four inches of
deaths that have resulted, is the
documents. The charges carry the State Department from 1965
giving rise to threats of
fact that 10 per cent of those
a maximum $10,000 fine and 10 to 1967, spending considerable
flooding in low lying
returning have become addicted
year prison sentence, the time in Southeast Asia.
eas.
to herion. This will stay with
He left Rand last year to join
Justice Department said.
Miami, Fla., also was The Baptist Women and the
them for a long time, maybe
An affidavit filed with the MIT's center for International
ched Friday night. Miami Brotherhood of the Elm Grove warrant and signed by two Studies, concentrating on Southforever.
ternational Airport reported Baptist Church will have cottage members of the Rand Corp., east Asian studies. He has
infall of more than three prayer meetings from June 28 to said Ellsberg had access to the written two books on the
Hollyhocks blooming at the
July 2 in preparation for their entire 47-volume study held by making of U.S. policy in
hes in a six hour period.
corner of the city parking lot and
Showers and thunderstorms revival meeting to be held the that firm and was given actual Indochina and reportedly is
huge Shasta Daisies blooming at
shed out along a stationary following week.
the corner of the old A. Carman
custody of 27 of the volumes working on a third.
t from New Thagland across The cottage prayer meetings "at various times between
home.
lower Midwest and into the are scheduled as follows:
October 23, 1969 and April 7.
Monday, June 28, at the home 1970."
Ira! Plains.
Smoke trees in full bloom We
funnel cloud and some of Mr. and Mrs. Keys Keel at Another affidavit signed by
always enjoy the one on South
e tt.il were reported. _111 eight p.m.; Tuesday, June 29, a Ellsberg's former wife, Carol,
boriie-erfers. Wilbur Weston said she had learned in
rthern Indiana late Friday
"The genius of our constitutional
afternoon but there were no at 9:30 a.m.; Wednesday at the October, 1969, that her husband
form of government lies
church at 7:30 p.m.; Thursday was reproducing top secret
reports of damage or injury.
sOcifically in the protection of
she
said
Even the space program got July 1, at the home of Mrs. documents. She
Individual rights and the
a dose of the weather Friday Charles Burkeen at 9:30 a.m.; warned him that ''this was a
maintenance of due process
when lightning struck a tower and Friday,July 2,at the home of criminal act and he could go to
THREE MAJORE i-rni from Murray Junior High School were among more than 50 girls from 20
through a system of law. This
next to the Apollo 15 moon Mr. and Mrs. Albert Crider at jail for it."
MOSCOW (UPI) -Three
_cornerstone of freedom has been different schools to attend the Shirley Ross Twirling Camp at Murray State University June 21-25. rocket. Officials said the rocket eight p.m.
Ellsberg replied, according to tiring
cosmonauts
Soviet
Safeguarded and more clearly Shown here from left are Vickie White, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James C•White, of Murray Rt. 7: and spacecraft, scheduled to be The Brotherhood will be in his wife, that he was doing
achieved 300 earth orbits in
Trace
Walker,
of
and
Mr.
daughter
Mrs.
111
of
Max
Walker
Dr.;
and
Fairless
Tonya
Carol,
daughter
prayer
defined by court decisions
nothing illegal and that be their Salyut space station
launched to the moon July 26, charge ot the night
of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Carol of 1396 Johnson Blvd.
• throughout the years. Yet guilty
"would only give it (the today, two of them flashing
were not . damaged by the meetings.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
defendants in some courts today
documents) to authorized game smiles from behind bushy
lightning.
might well ask of their counsel,
Firefighters parachuted into
people like Sens. J. William) black beards. One cosmonaut
"never mind my fundamental
Fulbright and (Charles) Good- said, "We've had enough."
National Forests in Arizona and
rights; dig up a legal
New Mexico Friday in an
ell."
The cosmonauts, Georgy Dotechnicality. Error Is more
Although the documents bore brovobdiy, Vladislav Volkov and
attempt to control more than
J.
"Usefulness: Better Than 200 fires caused by lightning
important than truth"
a "top secret" stamp, Mrs. Viktor Patsayev, have spent 20
Honor" will be the subject of the strikes in the tinder-dry timber.
Edgar Hoover.
Ellsberg said: "After the days in space -more than any
sermon by Dr. David C. Ross, Authorities said many of the
xeroxing, he cut the classifica- other men.
minister of the First Christian fires, ignited in a three day
Total assets of the Murray
tion off."
They carried out complex
Ryan,
1616
of
Hodge
who
A.
Pilgrim
received
the
George
Degree
Church,at the 1045 a.m. services Period, had been controlled.
Natural Gas System,as reflected
The Youth Choir of the First
signed experiments today intended to
In the annual audit, amount to urray, was awarded the highest on Saturday attended the on Sunday, June 27, at the Cool, Canadian air descended Baptist Church, Columbiana, Still another affidavit
concert by FBI agent Courtland Jones measure the activity of atomic
81,612,179.62. Special funds total d most coveted degree of the traditional Pilgrim breakfast on - church.
on the Great Lakes region and Ala., will be presented in
the confl• particles in and around their 25ot
aay
opening
solemn
a
in
Moose
yal
of
the
Order
$207,056.94. This includes bond
The Scripture will be from the adjoining North Atlantic t the Memorial Baptist Church, said Rep. Paul McCloskey,
Calif., had told him that ton station. It was the latest in
Interests and redemption funds, eremony held June 12 at vention.
Judges 9:8-15. M. C. Ellis will be states during the night.
10th and Main Streets, on MonEllsberg had given him (Mc- a series of 140 tests assigned to
depreciation funds, meter oosehart,the famed Moose City
the worship leader and Howie Early morning temperatures day, June 28, at 7:30 p.m.
"a number of do- the cosmonauts during their
Closkey)
Children.
of
the
All
draw interest.
deposits, etc.
Boone will be the candle lighter. ranged from 91 at Blythe, They will be presenting
which purported to record-setting flight.
...
cuments
' Hodge, a member of the
The service will be broadcast. Calif., to 43 at Hoquian. Wash. musical, "LIFE" by Otis
relate to decisions made in the In television transmissions to
Murray Moose Lodge for many
composed
is
Rupert Parks and John Pasco
group
The
Skillings
executive branch of the U.S. earth, Dobrovolsky and Volkov
years, was awarded the Pilgrim
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., are the elders for Sunday.
thirty-two voices with Sandy
government between 1961 and could be seen wearing bushy
Degree of Merit for his. out- minister of the First United Deacons are Lenvel Yates,
Bolton as the accompanist and
black beards they have been
1965."
standing service and continued Methodist Church, will be captain, Herbert Farris, John
Brent ()Mara as the .director.
told Courtland he cultivating on their flight.
McCloskey
devotion to the humanitarian speaking on the topic, "A New Mark Hale, Clyde Jones, Ed
attend
to
invited
The public is
Patsayev remains closely
still retains those papers.
programs of his fraternity.
Way Of Being Human", at the Frank Kirk, Benny Maddox, Dr.
this musical.
shaved.
The Mt. Carmel United Investiture of the Pilgrim Class
the
by
signed
affidavit
The
Four
8:45 and 10:50 a.m. services on E. D. Roberts, Dr. William F. The topic, "The
Prior to the concert, the young
Methodist Church, located north sponsored by Director General
Best, Tass, the Soviet news agency,
Smith, Jr., and Lyle Underwood. -Dimensions of God's Love", will people of the church will have Ran officials -Richard
of Kirksey just off Highway 299, Paul P. Sctunitz was held in the Sunday, June 27, at the church.
offi- said much of Friday was spent
security
corporation's
the
Roy
Bro.
of
subject
at
be
the
choir
sermon
Greeters will be' Mr. and Mrs.
dinner with the visiting
on experiments into "the
will have a revival meeting House of God, unique Children's During the summer months,
secret
top
Butler,
Jan
and
cer;
services
a.m.
there will be no evening worship Don McObrd and Mr. • and Mrs. Beasley at the 10:40
six p.m, in the Fellowship Hall of
starting Sunday, June 27, and Cathedral on the
control officer, confirmed that phenomenon of electronic resonMoosehart service, as Dr. Dodson will be Jesse McNutt.
on Sunday, June 27, at the the church.
continuing through Friday, July campus, under the leadership of
Ellsberg had access to the ance in high-frequency fields."
On Sunday at 6:30 p.m. a Youth Seventh and Poplar Church of
giving special attention to the
2.
study but said he did not have The agency also said the
Pilgrim Governor Gordon Jef- youth program of the church Round-up will be held in the Christ.
permission to reproduce it or crew studied and measured the
frey and a staff of Past Supreme during this period.
fellowship hall of the church for
Jim Gough will read the
take it outside the corporation's "distribution of charged parRev. Larry Breedlove will be Governars.
all youth that will be in the sixth scripture from Ephesians 3:14-21.
Santa Monica, Calif. Headquar- ticles" surrounding their ship,
visiting preacher for the servicee The local Moose Pilgrim
grade and up this fall. Each youth Prayers will be led by Wilson
and they conducted studies of
ters.
to be held each evening at 7:30 honoree was one of more than 200
should bring at least one of his or Hughes and Alan Jones.
Ellsberg joined the Rand tte performance of various
p.m
Moose members form all parts of
her parents to the meeting, and "The Selection of the Seven" The Almo Church of Christ
1967 after serving two types of communications antenthe United States and Canada to
anyone interested in serving as a will be the subject of Bro. announces a gospel meeting, Corp. in
the State Depart- nas attached to the ship.
with
years
The church pastor, Rev. James receive the degree. Distinction of
Sponsor or wants to serve as an
sermon at six p.m. beginning Monday, June 28, and
reported
a high-level Vietnam The cosmonauts
Griffith, and the congregation the award is noted by the fact Steve Hussung, son of Mr. and advisor is urged to attend.
'service
service with Ted Allen Howard continuing through Sunday, July ment in
role. He left the firm they felt well. Tess said
invite the public to attend.
that only one of about every 5,000 Mrs. Karl Hussung, was injured
reading the scripture from Act, 4, with services at 7:30 each policy
three years later to become a telemetric information indicatMoose members receive the in a car and bicycle collision on
6:1-7. Prayers will be led by evening.
research associate at the ed all was normal. But the
senior
degree each year.
Friday at 3:10 p.m. at Main and
Frank Hargis and Larry Wyatt. John Dale, minister for the
Institute of cosmonauts showed signs of
The ceremony took place Sixth Streets, according to the
Announcements will be by New Providence Church "of Massachusetts
weariness. Their television
Technology.
during a busy day at Moosehart. report filed by the officers of the
the
for
song
Speaker
the
Christ, will be the
The Murray Fire Department Ronnie McNut and
were
but
cheerful
smiles
EllMrs.
statement,
her
In
The Women of the Moose also Murray Police Department.
answered a two alarm fire at the service will be directed by Don meeting. Junior Cleaver and sberg said she became "ex- somewhat wan, and in one
Partly cloudy in Kentucky with conferred its highest degree, the
Hussung, age twelve, a sub. home of James Lawrence at 1105 Maley.
Larry Wisehart of the Almo
tremely concerned" when she communications session Dobrowidely scattered thunderstorms College of Regents, on more stitute carrier boy for the Ledger Poplar Street, Murray,on Friday
Church will lead congregational
was volsky, when asked if he was
her husband
learned
north and east and mostly fair than 850 qualifying graduate & 'times, was riding his bicycle at 3:05 p.m.
singing. Everyone is invited.
copying the top secret do- tired, replied, "We've had
elsewhere today and tonight and regents at the field house.
west on Main Street, and made a Fire Department records said
enough."
cuments.
In addition, commencement left turn, according to the police
over the state Sunday. Chance of
the fire was from a short in an air
TOOK SIGN LITERALLY
said, that But he quickly added:
she
replied,
he
But
isolated thundershowers Sunday. exercises were held for the 34 report.
Rev. Jerrell White, pastor of BRATTLEBORO, Vt. (UPI)conditioner in the window and
"he had done nothing illegal "No matter, were fulfilling
Continued mostly hot and humid. members of the Class of 1971 of Lee Crawford Barnett of was out on arrival of the firemen the Memorial Baptist Church,
Vermont Bank and Trust and there was no official our program dilegently and
Highs today upper 80s to mid 90s. Moosehart High School at the Mayfield Route One, driving t including seven regulars, three will be speaking at both the 10:50 The
"convenient secrets act in this country."
Co. advertises
completely."
Lows tonight mi4 60s to mid 703. field house with Judge Howard C. 1970 Pontiac two door hardtop,
duty, and one volunteer a.m. and 7:30 p.m. services on banking hours" and a "drive-in
off
people
that
said
further
"He
Supreme
Kline,
the
Governor
of
Now You know
90s.
was going west on Main Strec fireman.
Highs Sunday in the
Sunday, June 27, at the church. window" to attract customers.
did this sort of thing all the By United Press International
Moose, delivering the com- and young Hussung hit thf
Special music will be presented
Bridgeport, time in their memoirs and that
30-year-*1
A
mencement address.
The first American newspa
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Barnett car in the right fron
at both services.
ON DEAN'S LIST
man drove his station they mentioned things in print per was
Conn.,
83rd
The
annual
international
thundershowers
fender
of
as
he started to turn, Ulf
Benjamin Harris')
Chance
name was Sungay School will be held at wagon through the bank's front
Johnson's
Mark
that had been.top secret,' _Abe public occurrences both foreigr
mostly on Monday and Wed- convention of the Moose and police report said.
released list of 9:40 a.m. -with Hayden Rickman plate glass window and stopped
the
omitted
from
said.
and
domestic, which
nesday occurring mainly in af- annual conference of its auxiliary Hussung was taken by am those from Calloway County who as
was
the superintendent, and
lobby at 2 am. Friday.
her suppressed four
said
Mrs. Ellsberg
ternoon and evening hours. began at Detroit on Sunday, June bulance to the Murray-Callowa) made the Dean's list for the Training Union will be at 6:30 in the
days
alter
its
drunken
He was charged with
husband told her he "was very first edition appeareb in Bostor
Continuing hot and humid Highs 13, and continued through County Hospital for treatment ty spring semester at Murray State P.m. with Lester Workman as
contest
no
pleaded
and
driving
these
of
Most
17.
injuries to his left leg.
in 1690.
the director
in the 908 Lows mostly mid 70s Thursday, June
University
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Cottage Prayer
Meetings Planned

Cosmonauts
Surpass 20
Space Days

Local Man Receives
Highest Moose Award

Mt Carmel Church
To Have Revival

Choir Concert
At Memorial
Church Monday

Dr. David C. Roos
Gives Sunday Topic

Methodist Church
Subject Is Given

Sermon Topics Are
Listed For Sunday

John Dale Speaker
For Almo Meeting

Young Boy Is
Injured Friday

The Weather

••=n1

Firemen Called To
The Lawrence Home

Services Sunday At
Memorial Church
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Huge embassy parties just a thing of the past
Editor's Note: Beginning today
and continuing each day for the
next seven days, the Ledger &
Times will publish a series of
articles on "Our Glorious
Fourth". These articles explain
much of the history surrounding
the celebration of July 4 as Independence Day in the United
States.

Ten Years Ago Today

By JAMES CARY
Copley News Service

LEDGER•MEM PILE

WASHINGTON — They used
to be the greatest parties in the
maid — those 4th of July blow.
mite at some of the 177
American embassies and
major diplomatic posts abroad.
Now they are spartan affairs,
held in check by a hard-riding
Congress and official policy
that took the position years ago
there was something better to
do with taxpayers' money than
purchase alcoholic beverages.
Still the anniversary of the
Declaration of Independence is
celebrated with proper pomp
and aplomb at all U. S.
diplomatic missions and will be
observed again this year in

Mrs. Rosa N. Moore,age 75, of uexter died June 24.
•
Miss Katie Bailey and Miss Melissa Henry returned to Murray
June 23 after attending a ten days Aquatic School at Camp
Urnberlost, Purdue University, LaGrange, Ind. They have been
employed as assistant waterfront directors at Bear Creek Girl
Scout Camp.
A Marshall County school bus stolen recently from the Hardin
School Grounds has been found burned and stripped of its engine
and battery.
Mayor Holmes Ellis and Dr. Ralph H. Woods have been named
members of the new Kentucky Development Council, according
to Lt. Gov. Wilson W. Wyatt.

2.0 Years Ago Today
1411101:11•TIMES FELE
011ie Paschall,age 55, of Lynn urove Route One, died yesterday
at the Thayer Veterans Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
Bobbie R. Grogan has been named supervisor of vocational
agriculture in the first district. He has been agriculture teacher at
the Murray Training School.
Miss Carolyn Vaughn was married to Walter Stine Isenhower
on June 23 at the First Methodist Church.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.and Mrs. Nickless Smith on
June 21, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. W. D. McCuiston on June 25.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
LEDGER•TIMES FILE

Deaths reported are Mrs. Lee Barnett, age 54, Mrs. Sid G.
Boggess, age 44, and Billie Miller, age 13, the latter due to blood
poisoning.
Solon Shackelford, Norman Loving, Laverne Wallis, 011ie
Parks, and Charlie Hatcher are pictured with their string of
between 60 and 70 pounds of fischcaught in Rogers Lake near
Murray.
Dr. A. D. Butterworth, Connie B. Ford, H. T. Waldrop, Rudy
Hendon, Dr. F. E. Crawford, George Hart, Hall Hood, and Max
Hurt are new officers of the American Legion Post.
Marriages reported this week include Miss Jessie Laure Myers
to Harold Gilbert on June 21, Miss Tennie Wilson Rogers to
Prentice Wilson Beaman on June 19, and Miss Virginia Futrell to
James Brandon on June 19.
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Neale are the parents of a baby boy, Jerry
Don, born June 19.

Bible Thoughtfor Today

The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Saturday, June 26,
the 177th day if Mi.
The moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
The morning stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
The evening stars are Jupiter
and Mercury.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Cancer.
American authof Pearl Buck
was born June 26, 1692.
On this day in history:
In 1900 Dr. Walter Reed led a
medical team in a campaign to
wipe out yellow fever in the
Panama Canal Zone.
In 1917 the first troops of the
American Expeditionary Force
reached France in World War
I.
In 1944 the third largest
French port, Cherbourg was
liberated from the Nazis by the
Allies.
In 1948 the U.S. began ctitt
"Berlin Airlift" to by-pass a'
Soviet road and rail blockade of
the German capital.

diverse fashions left largely up Parts and other major capitals inroads of inflation this is not
to the ambassador involved. on their national days.
much growth from the $800,000
Back in the halcyon days it
Champagne, vodka, caviar provided as far back as 1957.
was a major coup for a tourist
No special instructions have
are the traditional order of the
to get an invitation to the Ingone out to the embassies as to
day
dependence Day celebrations
This contrast has produced how this money is to be spent in
in London, Paris, or-Rome,for
some adverse comments from general, or specifically how
example.
Americans abroad and from much should be expended to
Such wealth,. diplomatic foreigners too.
celebrate the 4th of July. But
chiefs as "Jodt" Whitney in
But the guidelines laid down nearly all the posts plan
London and men of similar
former Secretary of State receptions. The size will
affluence elsewhere put out by
Dean Rusk years ago still hold: depend largely upon the degree
lavish buffets, complete with
Budget allowances for what are to which the ambassador inflowing champagne, music,
called "representational" volved wants to dig into his own
Arculating waiters and iced
functions are designed to pocket to cover the costs.
apcktaiLs.
contacts
promote
with
In such noncareer posts as
You could count on rubbing foreigners. This can best be
!lbows with all the big names of done at small, informal dinners London and Paris the arn:he host country and the — not cocktail parties or lavish bassadors have to use their own
iiplomatic world posted in that social functions,and most of all money. Those named to such
capital — plus hordes of not by entertaining large posts are nearly always men of
wealth.
resident
visiting numbers of Americans.
and
But throughout Asia and the
Americans.
This year the Department of
Pacific,for example, where the
The Soviet Union and some State's
budget
for
ambassadors are nearly all
other Communist nations still "representational- work is
careermen without personal
do have Bachanalian layouts in $993,000, the same as it has
fortunes, the general tendency
Washington, Tokyo, London, been since 1965. Considering
is to stay within the set budget,

up to a respectable observance
no matter how spartan.
Still, ingenuity and American of the 195th anniversary of the
tradition make many of these birth of the United States.
observances delightful affairs.
Besides the receptions many
••
•*••••
•
••*••
will have picnics for their own
staffs and the American
community in that area. Many
will have baseball or softball.
games. Others will take up * Relax In Cool Comfort*
collections from the embassy
staff and make contributions to
0, r:`,0 :Cr51r (
a worthy local charity.
There will be long reception
AOSTAIR •
lines to receive the chiefs of •
•
MAcLEAN'S •
mission
of
all foreign
•
diplomatic posts in each •
•
capital, plus the top govern- •
ment officials of the host •
•
nation. They will all come out
•
of respect for the national day
•
41
of the United States.
•
And if you look closely there
•
will be cocktails, highballs and
snacks available too — usually •
•
•
weak, warm or dried out, in •
41
that respective order.
But, as in years past, it'll add :Sat & Sun. 2:00 3:50•

ADULTS «
:99c
ALL SHOWS«
•

"WHEN
EIGHT
BELLS
TILL"

41 •

•

LI i`itiq

*2:15 4:05 5:55 7:45 9:31*
•
*
*
!
m !!!!!!:!!!!!!il
:
:
s
o Would not see alone. 41
I
.0.1GPI '
*
*
*
*
•
•
*
*
*
•
•
•*••
•
•

Nit3
Ends Tonite „„:
* Walt Disney's*.'i
"THE ARISTOCATS"
SUN.-MON.-TUE.
It

II 4

Ill.

-

E FORBIN PROJ
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE TECHNICOLOR'
PANAVISIONT
the Declaration of Independence. The Capitol and other federal
buildings house an incredibly complete pictorial presentation of
America's birth as a nation.

THEATRE

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
AND-CONVALESCENT DIVISION

1:30 &

:30.:tM
.

Warner Bros. again presents

My Pair
Lady

Jump fishing usi
:and late afternoon
or that area of the
deep. A quiet, wind
• .water surface it
"jumps," although
'are coming comph
!may be seen at se

WINNER OF 8 ACADEMY AWARDS

Linda Light
(former Miss Kansas
now an MS patient) says
"YOUR HELP
IS MY HOPE -

BALANCE SHEET
March 31, 1971

TO FIGHT kts"
National Multiple
Sclerosis Society

•

pen 7:30-Start Dusk
TONITE thru SAT.

— ASSETS

Every woman is convinced that men are deceivers
and it does seem that men are inclined that way;
mostly because a woman cannot accept the truth,
like when her mirror tells her one thing and her
lusband thinks so, too.

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash on hand and in banks
Accounts receivable
Inventories
Prepaid insurance

"Whatever deceives seems to exercise a kind
of magical enchantment."
—Plato in "The Republic"

Total Current

$181,520.25
426,765.07
91,819.80
10,845.81

Assets

And so, when I

$

SPECIAL DEPOSITS

SPECIAL cieDa7ini OFFER

292,305.10

LAND, DU1LDINLS AND EQU I PMENT LESS ACCUMULATED DEPRECIATION

It
e
MAJ(

82..664,972.1J

James Garner
Gayle Hunnicutt
"Marlowe"

— LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH —
cp

Tear PrescriptIon

rri

LIABILITIES
Accounts payable - Operating
Accrued salaries and wages
Payroll taxes withheld and accrued
Miscellaneous withholdings from employees
Advance payment from medicare
Advance payment from State of Kentucky Title XIX
Accrued interest payable
Bonds payable

Loft

$ 1 °9 Each

Located '

mettocolor

Long Coats
rn

72
.c

ONE-HOUR
Martinizin

STARTS SUNDAY

$66,380.19
38,503.35
37,362.55
1,756.85
36,836.00

Consi

1,809.82
1,415.00
80.000.00

Total Liabilities

is
$ .264,063.76

NET WORTH
2,400,908.55

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH

$2,1,970
;

ONE HOUR SERVICE

A1

HUTS(
PROMPT, EFFI

1.661,716.28

TOTAL ASSETS

June 28th, 29th, 30th

East Side of Square

summer or fall, U

710,950.93

Good MondaysTuesday 8 Wednesday ONLY

SUITS
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by Carl Riblet Jr.
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Isn't It The Truth!

AUDREY HEPBURN REX HARRISON
TECHNICOLOR"

11

Then the shad ma:
the feeding bass.
poised and ready f
the riffling waters
a repeat perform

for your enjoyment
That being justified by his grace, we should be made
heirs
according to the hope of eternal life—Titus 3:7.
Not by good works alone do we inherit eternal life, but
through
God's gift of grace.
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TODAY thru TUE.t

A thought for today: Anatole
France said, "We have medicines to make women speak;
we have none to make them
keep silence."

Somme

The bothered ha
attack anything th
crippled one. Pert
time catching a "
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any more than is ;
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quickly as possibl
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BIRTH OF A NATION—This painting by John Trumbull
hangs in the Rotunda of the(a pito! and depicts the reading of

Right

•
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Betty Ma'
all in a row
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starting ROCK HUDSON
ANGIE DICKINSON TELLY SAVALA
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FRANKFORT,Ky.—Usually when the first day of
summer arrives, fishermen are busying themselves
with jump fishing for white and black bass,
separately or combined.
It's about this date ei" h year that the early spawn
of gizzard and threadfin shad have reached the size
preferred by the foraging fish as tempting meals.
This also is the time for these shad to school up in
great doves to roam over the lakes by the thousands.
At the same time, the black bass and white bass
are lurking in the deeper water, watching and
waiting, until the shad drove comes their way. Their
attack may come while the shad are far beneath the
surface, or while they are near the top of the water.
If the charge occurs when the minnows are deep,
the fisherman will know nothing about it. The battle
between the forage fish and the forager .occurs
unnoticed by anyone. Usually, however, the attack
will become so fierce and so intense in the depths
that the shad will be forced to the Upper layers of the
water. The splashing dashing and darting so instigated does not excape the fisherman's eyes.
When he sees the water being churned as the
feeding fish often dart completely out of the water in
chasing the shad, the fisherman knows that this is
what he is looking for. He knows also that a well
placed lure, in the midst of this aggravated water,
will more than likely yield a good black or white
bass.
Once the jumps have been detected, the fisherman
should maneuver his boat until he is within about 30
yards of the churning water, cut off his motor and
start casting. The lure should be allowed to sink just
a bit beyond the jumps and then retrieved quickly
right through the area where the action is.

The recommended way of
dealing with this is to leave gas
tanks full when a boat is docked
or moored. This stops the daily
breathing in and out of air. Look
inside small portable tanks often
and dump out any traces of
condensation water found.
When metal and fiberglass
boats are used in cold water on
warm days, it is normal and
natural for water to condense on
the inside of surfaces in contact
with the cold water. It happens
often, for example, in the cabins
of fiberglass boats. It's as natural
as the formation of dew on a glass
containing an iced drink. This is
why various kinds of heavy
fabrics and finishes with some
insulative value are used in the
cabins of well made fiberglass
boats.
Some outboard boats have
rubber vent plugs located around
the rearward ends of their
fiberglassed-down floorboards.
These are left in place when the
boat is in the water to prevent air
spaces below the floor from
filling with rain or spray water
that may come aboard. But when
the boat is ashore or in storage,
these plugs are supposed to be
removed to allow air to circulate
under the floorboards and let
condensed water drain away

The bothered bass, bent on a bountiful meal, will
attack anything that resembles a shad, especially a
crippled one. Perhaps, he figures to have an easier
time catching a "meal" that is incapacitated. The
alert fisherman will not bother to "play" his catch
any more than is absolutely necessary but will reel
him in speedily so he may get in another cast as
quickly as possible.
Thi&willoccur over and over and
or as many as 30 minutes.
over and
Then the shad may submerge and with them will go
the feeding bass. The fisherman can then wait,
poised and ready for another run. As soon as he sees
the riffling waters the dash will be on to this area for
?. a repeat performance.

Popular hair coloring shad,
range from light honey blonde
to shimmering brunette.

By Nevyk Shackelford • University of Kentucky College of Apiculture

Long before Litde Red stories about it. tor the
escape,wolves, however, hovAing is a
Riding Hood's famous
social event somewhat like a
or before the Three Little Ptp
discovered that brick was a community sing. Besides howling for the mere fun of it, they
more substantial building
make a wide variety of other
material than straw or sticks,
vocal
sounds for conununicathe
wolfe
storytellers made the
tion.
classical villain of the animal
A glaring modem misnomer
world. Down through the ages
is
the term "wolf" when
its image in literature, music,
applied to humans. Instead of
and folklore has been that of a
being a carefree Don Juan, the
big, bad varmint, powerful,
real male wolf is a faithful,
merciless, and cunning, and an
devoted mate. He not only
associate of witches, warlocks,
provides food for his family,
and vampires,
but also takes equal responsiBut according to wildlife
experts and others who have bility with his mate in the
training and protection of the
had experiences with wolves,
Wolves mate for life,
PUPS.
While
elsewhere.
lies
truth
the
it is true that wolves, on occa- forming a closely knit family
sioo, do kill and eat domestic group. The females are
livestock such as sheep, cattle, exemplary as wives and
and chickens, authenticated mothers, and biologists believe
records of this legendary ani- the wolf's mysterious system
m al a t tacking- humans in of birth control allows it to
Canada and the united States bear only as many young as the
environment can support.
are virtually unknown.
Although maligned as a
As a consequence of their
stock
killer, game biologists say
wolves
reputation,
undeserved
have been hunted, trapped, and the wolf's principal food in its
poisoned with a vengeance habitat is wild animals. Deer,
since the founding of this caribou, moose, rabbits, and
s
rodents are favorite menu
nation. Now as a result of this small
:ferns.
They prey mainly on the
persecution, combined with
the reduction of their environ- old, weak, or diseased animals
me n t, the Department of and thus contribute to the
Interior's Bureau of Sport/ish- health of game populations. By
eries and Wildlife says the aiding in the reduction of wildwolf ieseugrayghosts,,
s in endangered species. life to the-carrying capacity of
its fcidd supply; they- also help
These
ally ranged over the entire keep game. ranges in good
continent of North Amenca. condition.
It is the consensus of game
Today, except for Alaska, few
biologists
and wildlife conserstates have any wolves at all,
Legal protection has been given vationists that we need wolves,
the wolf throughout most of and probably more—than we
its historical range, but in most think. If those remaining are to
cases it came too late and man be saved, they add, there must
now seldom hears nature's be a change of heart. The
most thrilling grand opera, the archaic and discredited bounty
system on wolf pelts must be
wolfpack chorus,
removed, wilderness areas
Wildlife authorities say this where there is no conflict with
spine-tingling chorus was livestock interests must be reresponsible for much wolf stocked, and remnant populalegend, and little was needed to tions must be located and
invent all the frightening preserved in their environment.

• Jump fishing usually is best in the early morning
- andlate-afternoon and oiten oecurs
- over the "flats,"
or that area of the lake where the water is not too
deep. A quiet, windless day is preferable. On a rough
• water surface it is most difficult to sight the
"jumps," although on some occasions, when the fish
lare coming completely out of the water, such action
amay be seen at some distance.
3
At one time, jumps occurred only on late spring
and early summer days. This was the time when the
!shad that had been spawned in the early spring had
'reached the preferred size for the bass.
But the gizzard shad would soon outgrow this
preferred size and with the growth would go the
jumps. Not so any more. The threadfin shad, which
were introduced to the major lakes by the Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources a few years
ago, do not reach a size, even as adults, where a
good-sized bass cannot use them for food.
And so, when the threadfins school up, in the
summer or fall, there'll be jump fishing available.

HUTSON

CHEMICAL
CO. INC

;-•

kokan,
CHOW TIME — Anytime is chow time for
seven-week-old Cooney, a raccoon. Cooney is
seen here striving to satisfy that unquenchable
thirst. Cooney has been adopted by Snooker,
a two-year-old Weimarantr, seen here looking
slightly worn out. These two misfits melte
their home at the residence of Mr. and Mn.
William Fields, route 1, WIngo. The oddity of

rillizer
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Boating
By JACK WOUSTON
• NEW YORK (UPI) — What sity of Michigan's Dr. Walter
effect, if any,do marine engine Weber has been conducting a
exhausts being discharged into boating industry-financed
the water have on aquatic study of the effects of outecology?
board motor exhaust on fish,"A two-year, $400,000 study Kaufman said.
which, it is hoped, will answer
"Varying amounts of exthis question will get under haust gases are piped into tanks
way shortly under sponsorship containing colonies of minof the Marine Exhaust Re- nows to determine possible
search Council of the Boating effects of spawning habits and
Industry Association.
changes in subsequent generaThe -9/ater Quality Office of tions. Actually, the Council's
the Federal Environmental Pro- study will simply move this
tection Agency has authorised experiment outdoors and en- a grant of nearly $100,000 to large it to include all species of
help launch the study. The fish, as well as additional
grant is renewable the second
factors like plant life, weather
year. The B1A will provide the and
water temperature at
balance—of the funds.
changes."
BIA Executive Director
In a complaint filed recently
Matt J. Kaufman, adminiswith the U.S. Attorney's office •
trator for the project, said two in Syracuse, N.Y. Livingston
teams of scientists will use a M. Parmele, a retired salesman,
"mihi-lake" approach in the charged that outboard motors
shirty, one pair of lakes in a are polluting -the nation-%
cold water area, the other in a waterways with up to 200
warm section of the country. million gallons of gasoline and
In each of the pairs selected,
year. He quoted Ron
care will be taken to insiwe Stewart, director of the Lake
that the lakes are as much alike George (N.Y.) Research
as possible in water quality, Center as saying that outbottom conditions and plant board.
'
do not use 10 per cent
and animal life, Kaufman said. of the fuel and oil they
One lake will than be consume but dump it into Ake
subjected to increasing "pres- water.
sure^ from marine engines, and
the Other will be retained as a
"control" factor. Scientists will
Ice Chest Valuable
monitor both lakes for any
An ice chest is valuable in
make
changes in condition and
keeping foods chilled and
frequent comparisons between flavor fresh. Even more space
the two.
In the ice chest can be used
"It's essential to study taoths effectively if the ice is stored
cold and warm water lakes," in plastic containers rather
Kaufman said, "because of the than, spread around and
great differences in aquatic life through the food. As the ice
between them. In addition, the melts in the container, drinking water is formed. The ice
cold water lake will get a 'rest' chest remains clean and neat
when it's frozen during the without the inevitable pool
winter, just like its big brothers of water to periodically throw
all over the northern part of out. The food remains fresh
the country. In the warm Water and moist ... but not all wet.
area, the exhaust emissions Will
Plastic containers can go
continue the year around."
The cold water study will be a step further in ice chest
carried out by the University storage, too. They're perfect
of Michigan's Department of for storing food next to the
Water Resources and Environ- container-stored ice. Square
Rounds, from Tupperware,
mental Control technicians of can
save space, keep the
Ann Arbor, Mich. The warm chest arrangement neat and
water phase will be handled by let the outdoors chef see
Environmental Engineering, —ivhat's inside without the usInc., Gainesville. Fla.
ual scrambling through bags,
• bottles and foil wrap.
Groundwork laid
.Convenience is only one
Some groundwork for the aspect
of plastic food storage
research study already has been Items. Flavor
can be retained
done, Kaufmaireaid.
In an air-tight container for"For two years, the Univer- extended periods if sealed in.
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FRANKFORT (UPI)—Jump
fishing for white bass is improving at Kentucky's lakes, the
State Department of Fish and
Wildlife resources reported
today.
Better catches of black bass
were also reported at some lakes.
The lake-by-lake rundown:
KENTUCKY—Black bass good
with some limits by casting
spinners and artificial worms,
bluegill good in all areas, below
dam, catfish good, croppie fair,
clear and stable at 83.
BARKLEY—Fair to good black
bass by casting over channel
banks and around stump beds,
fair bluegill over nesting beds,
below dam, excellent bluegill off
rip rap, catfish fair, clear and
falling at 83.
CUMBERLAND—Fair catches
of medium size white bass in
jumps and by still fishing at night
at 30 feet, scattered catches of
croppie, fair trout above and
below the dam, clear and rising
at 81.
BARREN RIVER LAKE—
Good black bass on artificial
nightcrawlers around dropoffs,
fair white bass in jumps, clear
and stable at 82.
HERRINGTON—White bass
good in jumps on plunker and fly,
good bluegill by drift fishing off
deep banks, clear and stable at
79.
DALE HOLLOW—White bass
fair to sand in scattered jumps
and at night at 30 feet, fair black
bass on artificial worms, clear
and stable at U.
ROUGH RIVER LAKE—White
bass good in jumps. Scattered
black bass on artificial worms,
some limits of trout below dam,
clear and stable at 82.
GREEN RIVER LAKE—Black
Bass fair to good with some limits
In jumps and on artificial worms,
-bluegill fair, upper section murky
to muddy, remainder clear and
rising at 82.
NOLIN—Scattered white bass
in jumps in upper sections, fair
black bass and bluegill in all
areas. Below dam some limits of
trout, clear and stable at 82.
BUCKHORN--Bluegill
good
over nesting beds, black bass fair
to good on surface lures, clear
and stable at 80.
DEWY—Bluegill good in
shallow areas, fair croppie at 10
feet, upper half murky to muddy
and stable at 80.
FISH.TRAP—Fair bluegill at
three feet, upper sections and
tributaries murky to muddy and
clear, stable at 78.
fair,
GRAYSON—Bluegill
scattered catches of black bass,
upper section muddy, remainder
clear and stable at U.

LSLTANDAlyj

HELP PRESERVE
OUR WILDLIFE.

Call Any Time

753-1933

this arrangement his not in the taetthat one Is
a dos and the other is a raccoon, but that the
doe has no pups nor Is she expecting any. The
last litter Snooker had was more than six
months ago; however, the dog has developed
all the symptoms of an expectant mother. and
Is producing milk for thirsty Cooney•
(MESSENGER PHOTO)

WARD - ELKINS

el101111PT, EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
OR BUSINESS"

11

Statewide
Fishing
Report

Condensation is a silent enemy
of many boaters. It takes place
slowly and silently, but when its
soggy results are finally
discovered, a boater can have
problems
One place condensation often
forms is in the gasoline tanks, say
the boating experts at Mercury
outboards. If these are not full,
during the daytime air in them is
warmed up by the sun and expands. The slight excess pressure
thus created forces some air out
through the tank vent. In the
evening, air in a tank cools off
and contracts,thus drawing night
air in through the vent. Moisture
in this air condenses on the cooled
inner surfaces of the tank and
trickles to the tank's bottom.
Over a period of time, quite a
puddle can collect.

Right-Size Shad Can Bring
Summer-Long Jump Fishing

SATURDAY—JUNE 111. 1971

RRAY, KENTUCKY
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Coping With
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Saturday, June 21
The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club will have a dinner at

MOHR ON MODES

the Southside Restaurant at 6:30
p.m. All members and their wits
are urged to attend.

1 dinner guest
turns into more
By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: Whenever I have a dinner party, my
husband's 30-year-old daughter by a previous marriage calls
him at his office and asks if she may bring a "friend," but
invariably this "friend" turns out to be two or three extra
PeuPle.
I can seat a limited number at my table and to squeeze
in two or three extra guests at the last minute is not to my
liking, as I have had to change my plans and serve buffet.
I would like to tell this girl exactly how I feel, but my
husband says I shouldn't say anything, that be will explain
my "peculiarity" to her. I'd like your opinion. ANNOYED
DEAR ANNOYED: You are entitled to know in advance
bow many guests you will have. The "peculiarity" I see here
Is not toy.., bet in your husband who allows his daughter Is
manipulate bin] and inconvenience you.
DEAR ABBY: A popular gospel singer was scheduled to
appear in a concert here. Three of my pals and I decided
that we would go together. I bought four tickets in advance
and arranged to get off work that evening. The plans were
that the three others would pick me up at 7:30 p. m. for an
8 p. m. concert. fI have no car.]
I was all dressed and sitting on my porch at 7:15 waiting
for my friends. Abby, I sat there until 9:30 and nobody
showed up!
Afterwards they told me that they phoned me, and when
I didn't answer they assumed I had found other transportation to the concert, so they went ahead without
me, expecting to see me there. So now I am out the money
for 4 tickets, and I missed the concert.
Can you figure this out? Don't say there was a
"misunderstanding," as it was perfectly clear that they
would come by for me at 7:30. So, why didn't they?
MAD IN PETERSBURG, VA.
DEAR MAD: If it was as "clear" to them as it was to
you, then they deliberately ditched you. But I can't imagine
anyone being so unkind.
DEAR ABBY: I am a widow, and I frequently travel
about the country with other widows. When we go into a
restauralit to eat, the waitress will invariably ask, "One
check, or two?"
Abby, women rarely pay for each other's meals, and it
gets to be quite embarrassing at times.
Please tell waitresses that when two women are eating
together to please make out separate checks. If one woman
has planned on paying for the other, she can pick tm BOTH
checks. Most women pay their own way when traveling.
INDEPENDENT WIDOW
DEAR WIDOW: Thanks for the "tip," which I shall pass
es to the waitresses of the world.
DEAR ABBY: Our eldest child is a Learning Disability
child who is now in regular Junior High. I won't go into detail
about the many nightmarish years we spent before we knew
what to do about it. Such children have no apparent handicap
and many go undetected until they reach third grade, and
by then they are so frustrated their problems are usually
compounded by emotional problems.
There is an organization of parents and professionals
called The Association for Children with Learning Disabilities. Most of us realize that we are not working only for
our own children, but for the millions to come. And our
work will continue as long as children with I.Q.s of 125 are
placed with the mentally retarded for lack of proper evaluation.
Parents should take a closer look at the clumsy 3-yearold who can't sit still, and the child who seems "hard to
handle" and unwilling to learn. A letter requesting information can be sent to: The Association for Children with
Learning Disabilities, 2200 Brownsville Rd., Pittsburgh, Pa.
15210.
Our organization is only 8 years old and is not a high
pressure group. We do not solicit the public for funds, but we
can help by sending educational material.
Sincerely,
MRS. L. I. L, HARRISBURG, PA.

Embroidery wins
popularity as trim

The June Julep (Open) Dance
will be held at the Calloway
County Country Club from nine
p.m. to one a.m. The dress will
be casual and the charge will be
16.50 per couple.

By BETH MOHR
Copley News Service

The Murray Art Guild will
sponsor the Arts-Crafts Show of
Western Kentucky and Tennessee at the Conservation
Education Center, LBL from nine
a.m. to dusk. In case of heavy
rain show will be held July 3 and
4

New fashions are bringing
back old charms.
Embroidery has become one
of the most popular trims of
1971, smocking adds to the
quaint mood of country dresses
and tucks appear on blouses,
dresses and wedding gowns.
Beauty combines with ethnic
themes in embroidery motifs.
Floral patterns are featured in
peasant dresses and blouses.
Bands of embroidery border
necklines and hemlines, form
set-in waistbands, suggest
bodice bibs and form apron
outlines on skirts. Em-

Sunday, June 27
The second day of the ArtCrafts Show of Western Kentucky
and Tennessee, sponsored by the
Murray Art Guild, will be held at
the Conservation Education
Center, LBL, from nine a.m. to
dusk. In case of heavy rain show
will be held July 3 and 4.

The annual homecoming will
be held at the Palestine United
Methodist Church.
Monday, June 28
The Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet at the
Calloway Public Library at seven
p.m. with Mrs. Ernestine Buoy as
the leader on "King Lear". The
public is invited. Note change of
meeting date.

Careers to
Read about

In what field has the number of
positions grown by 200 per cent in
the last 20 years? Computers? TV
talk shows? Youth Marketing Consultants? Wrong. It's the subprofessional hcalth field.
You might also have heard it
called the paramedical field. Regardless of niceties of classification, it usually requires less than
Tuesday, June 211
a bachelor's degree aad offers a
Cottage prayer meeting by the large choice of jobs for both men
Elm Grove Baptist Church will and women, reports the Health Insurance Institute. Among the many
be held at the
home of Mrs. choices are: physical therapy
Wilbur Weston at 9:30 a.m.
assistants, electriaencephalographic
technicians, inhalation therapists.
A Swim party for those optometric assistants, operatingmembers who have finished room technicians and others.
grades seven, eight, and nine and
If you_are interested tin the
their guests will be held at the health field, a nember of, public/
Oaks Country Club from five to tions, available from various governmental agencies, give ample in7:30 p.m. A charge of fifty cents
formation. They summarize the edper person will be made and ucation and personal qualificatons
hamburgers will be served.
required in various categories, as
well , as outline the ,duties to be
performed.
One such booklet is "Allied
NOTICE
Health'Workers: Now and TomorOur
readers
are
row". which answers frequentlyreminded that lbe_Leiger
asked questions about health ca& Times will set pall*
reers and details many programs
weddings or bridal showers
in this field. It is available free
that occurred thirty days
from the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare,
previous to the date of
Division of Allied Health Manpublication.
power,• National Institutes of

The Baptist Women and
Brotherhood of the Elm Grove
Baptist Church will start having
cottage prayer meetings each
day with the one tonight at eight
p.m. at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Keys Keel.

Or

CELEBRATE
i(gbadigk 5)Wit
of Murray
Hwy. 641 So.

Your Family Restaurant
Invites You TO

SUNDAY BUFFET
Served Each Sunday
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
12.50 Including Drink, Dessert & Tax
1/i PRICE FOR CHILDREN
Please the entire family
Bring them to the
restaurant where dining is a pleasure Excellent
food, fine service. homey atmosphere! Make it a
Sunday habit.
Dial 753-3986 for Reservations for Your
Bridge Club, Parties, Banquets, etc.

A,

the

Lassoed
suggests

lassoing
Monet
a swinging gaucho suit with,
a long chain rope, the glint
of gold restated in a sleek
abstract pin on the lapel
and
at the wrist-

gleaming •xpansion
bracelet
For
Painting TipsPlates
Switch
light

For a professional looking
paint job— small touches are
Important. If light switch plates
are to be painted, remove the
plates and paint separately.
This way, if plates have to be
removed at a later time, paint
around the edges won't crack.

Step Up Flavor
Step up the flavor of pot
masts, stews and meat
loaves by adding a tablespoon or two of seasoning
mix from an envelope of onion soup or taco, enchillada
or chili seasoning mix.

Geometric patterns hint at
American Indian, Aztec and
Asian embroideries in dress,
jacket and tunic borders and in
side stripes on long and short
pants.

The bridesmaids of Miss Jane
A salad supper was enjoyed by Belote were honored at a lunmembers of the Omicron Alpha cheon on Wednesday, June 23,
chapter of Tau Phi Lambda given by Mrs. L. K. Pinkley and
sorority at the home of Mrs. Mrs. Wells Purdom at the
Glenda Smith on Tuesday, June Pinkley home.
n, at six-thirty o'clock in the
A luncheon plate was served on
evening.
tables centered with a miniature
flower arrangement. More
After the supper, the regular.
elaborate arrangements were
meeting was called to order by
used at vantage points in the
Mrs. Helen Spann, presiding
room.
and
called
officer. Roll was
The bride-elect presented gifts
minutes were read and approved.
to her attendants, Miss Marion
Mrs. Jeannie Lamb gave the
Belote, Miss Emily Belote, Mrs.
treasurer's report and said that a
David McKee and Mrs. Gary
profit was being made on the sale
Roedemeier. Others attending
of concessions at the ladies'
the luncheon were Mrs. Jim Ed
games.
softball
Diuguid, Mrs. Jack Belote, and
It was announced that Ralph
Road the hostesses.
County
McCuiston,
Supervisor, would assist the
members in placing the sorority
road signs on the rights-of-way of
Highway 641 N and Highway 641
S, on Thursday, June 24, at one

Miss Jan Clopton
Is Married To
J. R. Patterson

The prettiness of smocking
gathers yokes and sleeve bands
on young country dresses and
blouses. Smocked waistbands
form peplums on blouses and
Mrs. Julia Higginbotham
gather skirts into dirndl
reported that the sorority softball
Mrs. Gatlin Clopton of Coldfullness in dresses.
team had won one game and is water Road, Murray, announces
Dainty tucks trim sheer now in fourth place. Members the marriage of her daughter,
blouses and bodices of young were appointed to be in charge of Janice of Atlanta, Georgia, to
evening dresses. They are the sale of concessions at the James R. Patterson, son of Mrs.
among favorite accents on softball games for the month of Louella Patterson of Opelika,
romantic wedding gowns of July.
Alabama, and the late Howard
organza and voile.
Money-making projects were Patterson. Miss Clopton is also
Ladylike skills of generations discussed, and motion was made the daughter of the late Gatlin
ago are making a strong im- and carried to sell small fire Clopton of Murray.
extinguishers for use in the home.
pression on modern clothes.
The ceremony was performed
The sorority's attention was then in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
called to the need for trash Richard W. Williams, Jr., in
receptacles at the City Park and Marietta, Georgia, on Saturday,
at the other ball fields, and June 19, at two o'clock in the
mation was made and carried afternoon. Dr. Robert Rea of the
that the sorority obtain trash Central Presbyterian .Churcb,
barrels, paint them, and place Atlanta, officiated at the wedthem at the ball fields with ding.
Winners in the Oaks Country permission of the city.
A reception was held in the
Other service projects were home following the ceremony.
Club Ladies Day golf were
awarded their prizes at the noon discussed and Mrs. Martha Out of town guests included the
luncheon by golf hostess, Andrus was asked to help Mrs. bride's mother, Mrs. Gatlin
Melody Swift with the Mental Clopton,and Mrs. Thomas Lovett
Murrelle Walker.
Essie Caldwell was medalist Health Center project.
of Murray.
An invitation ceremony was
with Laura Parker having second
The new Mrs. Patterson will
low score. Mary Alice Smith won planned for Sunday, August 1, continue the ownership and
the low putts award after and will be held at ts Woodmen management of Jan Clopton
breaking a tie with Doris Rose. Hall at three p.m.
Composition. Mr. Patterson it
Berlene Brewer won the poker
Members present were the associated with the Department
hand and Sue Steele had low on Mesdames Helen Spann, Jo Hale, of
Housing
and
Urban
Martha Andrus, Jeannie Lamb, Development in Atlanta.
the blind hole.
"The Most Couragous Golfer" Cynthia Hart, 'Loretta Jobs,
Mr. and Mrs. Patterson will
award went to Geri Anderson Glenda Smith, Jean Richerson, reside in Atlanta, Ga.
with Edith Garrison winning Julia Higginbotham, Diana
"The Hottest Golfer" award.
Myers, Judy Scribner, Melody
New members present for the Joudan, and Miss Phyllis Sykes.
luncheon were introduced by
The next regular meeting will
Bridal attendants usually
wedding
their
for
Laura Parker, president of ladies be held on July 27 at seven p.m. at
Pay
and
accessories
activities. New members at- the home of Mrs. Helen Spann. clothes,
travel expenses.
tending were Mrs. Ferrell Miller,
Mrs. Joe Cohoon, Miss Jean
Cooper, and Mrs. Harry Sparks.
Luncheon guests recognized by
Mrs. Parker were Delura Hill,
Mary Frances Richerson and
Robert Barr. Mr. Barr, Oaks
president, gave a resume of club
plans and a progress report on
current club projects.
Hostesses for the luncheon
were co-chairmen Della Boggess
and Sue Smith. Others assisting
at the luncheon were Irene Young
and Lola James.

Prizes Are Awarded
At Ladies Day At
Oaks Country Club

Attendants

SCOTT DRUG

1205 Chestnut,Street

TILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
•

for your Drug, Prescription

and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

QUESTIONS WOMEN ASK

Doctor uses judgment
in prescribing 'the pill'
By ELEANOR B.
RODGERSON,M. D.
Copley News Service

must not only produce results
but must have no unpleasant
side effects. The important
point about this
item is
that research is constantly
taking place to provide means
for population control, a means
which will be generally acceptable to society.

news

What's your problem? You'd feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 07011, Los Angeles, Cal.
MM. For a permitsl reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.

Health, Bethesda, Md., 20014.
From Me same.. agency's Division of Physicians and Health Professions Education you may also
get "Health Professions Student
Loan Program," a pamphlet which
outlines loan eligibility requirements. It provides vital data on
Igan provisions, interest rates, re*ayment periods, as well as other
loan details. The booklet is free.
If you want to get the total picture on the country's present supply, education and trends in health
manpower write away for
Health Manpower Source Book.
Published by the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, it
costs 11.75. It may be purchased
from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D. C. 20402.

troidered flowers and scroll
designs on sleeves, bodices and
skirts continue the peasant
mood.

Smith Home Scene Luncheon Is Held
For Bridesmaids
Of Salad Supper
Home
By Tau Phi Lambda At Pinkley

Q. My doctor refused to give
me birth control pills and I got
pregnant. Was this right?
A. A doctor uses the best
judgment he has acquired from
training and years of experience. He will help and give
advice when he can. He undoubtedly had a reason for
refusing to prescribe birth
control pills. Most patients are
medically immature and have
lithe idea of the immense
amount of knowledge in back of
the simple dispensing or
nondispensing of a drug. If you
fell into the category of patients
who should not use birth control
pills, you cannot blame the
doctor for withholding them.
There are other means of
contraception.
Q. I read something in the
newspaper about a substance
that will eliminate operations
for abortions. Is this substance
of value?
A. You probably read about
the work being done with
prostaglandins, substances
that occur in many tissues and
seminal fluid and stimulate the
uterus in certain ways. The
first report of tests on humans
in Africa implied the use of
prostaglandins could reduce
operative
need
for
the
therapeutic abortions. Careful
evaluation is now being made
in the United States. Its use

Q. What are reliable methods
of birth control?
A. Methods of birth control
can be listed from the most
reliable to the least.
I. Abstention — effectiveness
100 per cent, of course, l-ait not
found practical.
2. Ligation of Fallopian tubes
in the female or vas deferens in
the male — effectiveness
almost 100 per cent.
3. Birth control pills, ( onlbination type — effectiveness
100 per cent if the woman does
not forget to take them_
4.
Diaphragm
—
effectiveness 98 per cent if it ,s
fitted and used regularly with a
jelly.
5. Condom for the male and
jelly or foam for the female —
effectiveness quite
high,
the care of the
UM'S.
' 6. Present intrauterine
devices — effectiveness about
97 per cent. The addition of
copper may make those that
are retained and tolerated
nearer 100 per cent.
7. Condom alone — effectiveness varies with the
user.
8. Jelly or foam alone — in a

depending upon

woman who has had no
pregnancies, effectiveness
fairly high.
9. Rhythm method — effectiveness low.
— ef10. Withdrawal
fectiveness very low.

Drycleaning

SPECIALS!

Monday. Tuesday, Wednesday, June

2s, June n. June 30

Plain

Skirts
and

Sweaters

menstrual period. Is there
something wrong with me?

The most likely reason for
difficulty in tampon insertion is
a tight hymen. This membrane
is usually not so thick that it
cannot be stretched readily and
it can usually be stretched
Large enough for a tampon
without tearing and bleeding. If
you have not had a physical
examination, you should do so.
Then you can be sure, if you
want to use tampons, that the
dilatation necessary is possible
and not injurious.

Insured!
Mothproofed!
No boxing!
Pay only regular
clecmin • •riceal

Q. I have never been able to
114 a tartipon at the time of my

A. Every woman should be
examined periodically and
these examinations should
begin at birth. Abnormalities
can then be recognized and
corrected at the proper time.
For example, there are
sometimes fenestrations —
bands — of the hymenal
membrane which should be
excised before the entrance to
the vagina is completely open.
the
Sometimes
hymenal
membrane is intact and
drainage of the menstrual flow
impossible. These conditions
should be corrected before they
cause a young girl distress.

Free
Storage

39;

each

week long

Shirt
Special
aundered to Perfection

Zip how Slack

11

s, Suede and Fur Trim, Formal,

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
hangers with any

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

DRIVE-UP WINDOW

dr%cleaning order

Folded

Open Daily from 7 am-6 pm

Outwit and Operated by Be ley

Drug Co.

25

F.aus
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As Famous
Southern FCH

By JOAN O'NJUJVAN
TWO OF the mos
worthy characteris
Southern living are wa
pitality and good food
you take leave of your
after a delightful dinn
ty, she's sure to say
y'all come back soon,
And who doesn't wan
the food is delicious.
One of the South',
famous dishes is, of
fried chicken. In toda:
ipe it really isn't frl
oven-baked. Pancake r
herbs coat the chickei
tempting, tasty Sc
style crust.
It wouldn't be a S
meal without corn bres
time around, Parmesan
has been added to U
meal batter for a fl
change of pace.
For a dessert tha
"glad you came", U
Mocha Oatmeal Cak
oats make this cake as
moist and instant coci
sweetened c hocolal
brown sugar make an
eating combination of

HERB OVEN-FRI
CHICKEN
114 cups pancake ini
1 teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons driei
parsley flakes
ll teaspoon sage
% teaspoon rosema
% teaspoon thyme

2 (24 to 3-pound)
chickens, cut up
4 cup butter or
margarine
Heat oven to mc
(550°F.).
Combine pancake ml
parsley, sage, roserria
thyme in paper bag.
chicken pieces lightly
until pieces are well
Place, skin side up, on
large shallow baking p
with butter.
Bake in preheatec
about 1 hour and 15
or until tender.
Serves S.
PARMESAN CORN
44 cup sifted all-pu
flour
44 cup enriched col
2 tablespoons sugs
24 teaspoons bakini
powder
44 teaspoon salt
cup Parmesan c
34 cup milk
v.asassw..apaisk„
2 tablespoons mell
liquid shortening
Heat oven to hot O
Grease corn-stick pi
eat in oven about 5 r
nto medium - size bn
aogether flour, corn
auger, baking powdi
salt. Stir in Parmesan
Add milk, egg and shot
;blend just until dry I
ints are moistened.
Pour into hot con
pans and bake in pr
oven 12 to 15 minutes
golden brown.
Makes 14 i54-inch

i

MOCHA OATMEAL
1 1,4 cups boiling ws
1 cup quick or o
ioned oats, uncc
2 tablespoons Mat
coffee powder
4 cup butter or
margarine
I cup firmly padli
brown sugar
44 cup granulated
1 ounce (1 square
sweetened choo
d cool
_ melted and

oon vanilla
1 teasp
sifted all-i
flour

1% cu

1 teaspoon soda
teaspoon salt
477.
(350.1,
Heat oven to n

Pour boiling water
, and coffee powder;
combine. Cover and 1
20 minutes.
Beat butter and so
gether until crear0. I
chocolate. Add egg as
la; blend well. Stir
mtikture. .
Sift together flour.
salt. Add to creamed I
blend well.
Pour batter In t
greased and floured
;
.re baking pan.
s
ul
qu
e.,
preheated oven 40 to,
IFibaf as desired.

Baker's bonus

ft,
you've
After
preparing your favorit
hake any leftover pas
a quick treat—long
by 'children and groa
Roll out the pastry
risings yourself and ci
figures
or
shapes
cookie or canape
Or, if you don't rni
mess, let your small
do it themselves. I
the "cookies" while th
bakes. To serve, s
with jam or peanut t
Or fold in a spoon(
jam, jelly or rated d
and seal the edges Or,
ph sprinkle with (Inn
and sugar

TIMES ---NllitKAY, KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER &
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The Colonials

Cf

/iA GLAD YOU
REEL THAT WAY.

As Famous As
Southern Food
Ie JOAN O'SUtUVAN
TWO OF the most noteworthy characteristics of
Southern living are warm hospitality and good food. When
you take leave of your hostess
after a dellghtful dinner party, she's sure to say, "Now
y'all come back soon, hear."
And who doesn't want to -the food is delicious.
One of the South's most
famous dishes is, of course,
fried chicken. In today's recipe it really isn't fried but
oven-baked. Pancake mix and
herbs coat the chicken for a
tempting, tasty Southernstyle crust.
It wouldn't be a Southern
meal without corn bread. This
time around, Parmesan cheese
has been added to the corn
meal batter for a flavorful
change of pace.
For a dessert that says,
"glad you came", there is
Mocha Oatmeal Cake. The
oats make this cake especially
moist and instant coffee, unsweetened chocolate and
brown sugar make an interesting combination of flavors.
HERB OVEN-FRIED
CHICKEN
1% cups pancake mix
1 teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons dried
parsley flakes
ki teaspoon sage
kt, teaspoon rosemary
li. teaspoon thyme

Abner
THEN,

I(fr

te
l

• MOCHA OATMEAL CAKE
1) cups boiling water
1 cup quick or old fashioned oats, uncooked
2 tablespoons instant
coffee powder
cup butter or
margarine
1 cup firmly packed
brown sugar
12 cup granulated sugar
1 ounce (1 square) unsweetened chocolate,
melted and cooled
1 egg
1 teaspoon vanilla
1', cups sifted all-purpose
flour
1 teaspoon soda
teaspoon salt
to moderate
Heat oven
350° F
Pour boiling water over oats
and coffee powder; stir to
combine. cover and let stand
20 minutes.
Beat butter and sugars together until creamY. Blend in
chocolate. Add egg and vanilla, blend well. Stir in oats
m Mu re
Sift together flour, soda and
salt. Add to creamed mixture;
blend well.
Pour batter into wellgreased and floured 9-inch
square baking pan. Bake In
preheated oven 40 to 49 minFilast as desired.

Baker's bonus
finished
you've
After
preparing your favorite pie,
hake any leftover pasty as
a quick treat—long loved
by 'children and grown-ups.
Roll out the pastry trimmings yourself and cut out
or
figures
with
shapes
cookie or canape cutter.
Or, if you don't mind a
mess. let your small cooks
do it themselves. Brown
the "cookies" while the pie
To serve, spread
bakes
with jam or peanut butter.
Or fold in s spoonful of
Jam, jelly or grated cheese,
and seal the edges Or, slmpl sprinkle with cinnamon
and sugar.

I
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2 tablespoons melted or
liquid shortening
Heat oven to hot (425°F.).
Grease corn-stick pans and
at in oven about 5 minutes.
to medium - size bowl, sift
gether flour, corn meal,
gar, baking powder and
salt. Stir in Parmesan cheese.
idd milk, egg and shortening;
lend just until dry Ingredinta are moistened.
Pour into hot corn - stick
pans and bake in preheated
oven 12 to 15 minutes or until
olden brown.
Makes 14 15,1-inch) sticks.

DOES
110'GIT
'EM?

-LIKE JEST
BEN'
PRETTY AN'
DESIRABLE-

TI-kAR'S
OTHER
WAYS-

PANCAKE MIX and herbs coat oven-baked chicken, giving it the crispy crust for which
Southern cooks are famous. Herbs used are sage, rosemary. thyme, parsley.

4:•
14
$/
1
21k• ••:1

2 (2 ).ii to 3-pound) frying
chickens, cut up
it cup butter or
margarine
Heat oven to moderate
350°F.).
Combine pancake mix, salt,
parsley, sage, rosemary and
thyme in paper bag. Shake
chicken pieces lightly in bag
until pieces are well coated
Place, skin side up, on rack in
large shallow baking pan. Dot
with butter.
Bake in preheated oven
about 1 hour and 15 minutes
or until tender.
Serves 8.
PARMESAN CORN STICKS
11 cup sifted all-purpose
flour
1.2 cup enriched corn meal
2 tablespoons sugar
21. teaspoons baking
powder
% teaspoon salt
% cup Parmesan cheese
34 cup milk

HOW

DATELESS,DEAR!!
,
O'NuiSTN'T WHISTLE
AT BOYS!!

eftwieammola.

STARTING MONDAY, JUNE 28th 9:00 A.M.
THE FABRIC SALE OF THE YEAR!!

ANNUAL SPRING it SUMMER

FABRIC CLEARANCE
Fantastic Savings on First Quality, Name Brand, Spring
and Summer Fashion Fabrics! Costs
are forgotten, we must make room for New Fall Fabrics
now in transit! Don't miss these
unbelieveable Fabric Savings during this Great Summer Clearance
Sale!

— GROUP 2 —
THOUSANDS OF YARDS! REGULAR 98' TO '1.49 YD.

SUMMER FABRICS

• Dacron & Cotton Prints
• Dacron & Cotton Voilles
• Dacron & Cotton Broadcloth

• Sportswear Poplins
• Avril & Cotton Prints
• Cotton Sateens

PER
INCH

• Cotton Canvas
• Cotton Pique
• And Many Others

f # •••••••••• # #
• • 1

1
GROU;
2—

REG. '1.49 to '2.99 SUMMER

— GROUP 3 —
REG. '1.99 to 55.99 SPRING & SUMMER

FASHION
FABRICS

LUXURY
FABRICS

• 100% Arnel Jerseys
• Handscreenea Surray Prints
• Embroidered Serrano
• Dacron & Cotton Tarpoons • Dacron & Cotton Seersuckers • Embroidered Kettle Cloth
• 72" Cotton Prints & Stripes • 100% Dacron Warp Prints
• Chatter Cloth Prints
• Handscreened Surrah Prints •
Amel Jersey Blazer Stripes
• Handscreened Acrylic Prin
AND MANY, MANY OTHERS
AND MANY, MANY OTHERS

77c

ENTIRE STOCK NOT INCLUDED!
BE THERE WHEN THE DOOR OPENS MONDAY,
9:00 A.M. SHARP, FOR THE SUMMER FABRICS
BUY OF A LIFETIME! Never before anywhere
such tremendous fabric values! Never before
any
where such fine quality fabrics at such low,
low
prices!
•

REA1011/1
HOSE
104 W. WASHINGTON

PARIS, TENNESSEE
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FOR SALE

NEW-L
CLOSE OUT on
runabout type t
Tri-Hull-Doubli
$375.00

Pic
Use your old m
lights-Most ar
trailers
Several used la
$235.00 each
See at
Follow

AKC & FIELD an
Registered Irish Sett(
Phone 753-3509 after 6:00
July8NC

:KENTUCKY'S LOVELIEST--Robbie Lynn Halcomb,

4iss Kentucky 1971, smiles after being selected from 37
I•pageant contestants. Robbie Lynn is an 18-vear-old
sophomore at the University of Louisville Sctiool of
Music. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William B.
Halcomb of Scottsville.
Richard Upchurch Photo)

NEW AND used tract
Tractor flats repaired
service. Vinson Tra,
Phone 753-4892.

Boys

DRESS PANTS SHORTY PAJAMAS

EKE=

Boys perma press pants in
77% polyester, 23% cotton.
Ivy styles. Colors: Blue,
Gold or Green. Sizes 6 to 18

3

Regular & Slims
COMPARE AT 5.00

Easy care short sleeve
and knee length pajamas
in bright cotton prints.
Sizes: A, B, C, and D.
BOYS 6-18-

1 22
1.54 VALUE

144

1.77 VALUE

m.
"4"11110101WWWWw

SPORT & DRESS SHIRTS

4 26

THAT1331W
EVe414
1
WEAR OUT W
NO5E..

Choose from an assortmeet of
stripes, and solid patterns in polyester, blends, in assorted colors.
Sizes: Small, Medium and Large.
COMPARE AT 3.99

191

LAIDES WILSON golf
and irons. Phone 753-858

5 H.P. OUTBOARD mc
one season, $50.00. P1
5570.

THREE DACHSHUD
black. Two males a yek
one long hair female, 1
old. All good with chill
753-2676.

BOAT MOTOR, tra
Cherokee, 40 H.P. elect]
skis, life jackets, etc. $6
at 907 Vine, Murray,or j
5877.

SCHNAUZER PUPS.T
Three months old, nee
Intelligent, no sheddii
broken, loves childre
753-9371.

Nancy

VACUUM CLEANER
Statesman, in excell
dition. All attachment
Phone 753-4715 or 753-89:

Ladies
JAMAICA SHORTS

Ladies
KNEE KNOCKERS

2ForP

-BUT I'M GOING TO
MISS GOING TO SCHOOL

1

VALUES TO 3.66
Choose several pair of these
3.99 value ladies jamaica
shorts in a wide assortment of summer colors in
solids and stripes. All perma
press in cotton blends. 8-18.

11
2.22 VALUE

Save an additional 20% over
our low, low price on these
75% cotton, 25% nylon.
Side zip knee knockers in
assorted summer shades.
Sizes 8 to 18.

Ladies
SHELLS

Ladies Stretch
DENIM SHORTS

Ladies DoubleKnit Polyester
SLACKS

2For3" 2ftrY°

COMPARE AT 2.49
Save dollars on this assortment of ladies stretch denim
jamaica shorts of 75% cotton
25% nylon in assorted solid
colors. Sizes: 8 to 18.

00

Here is a delightful selection of crew, V, and Mock
turtle necks. 100% nylons
and 100% polyester. Sleeveless shells in solids and
stripes. Easy care, washable in small, med. and large.

6.33 VALUE
Here is a slack you would
expect to pay up to 8.99 for.
Pull on slacks with stitch
crease, 8 dart waist band ,
flare legs in solid colors.
Sizes 8 to 18.

P1.11111.1CSCNOoL.
No.3

[

ACROSS
1 Seords
5 Was borne
9 Fiore of
speech
10 Occurrence
- 12
onwar• d
. ..13 chap
(toilet;)
. -15 Boundary
•:16 Pitcher
1'18 Man's name
1-19 Unit
20 Filament
21 Eskers
22 Symbol for
tellurium
23 Station
24 Lanes
25 Be defeated
26 Strolues
27 The ones
nerd
29 Ready
moony
.30 A 'stele

(abbr.)

32 Nerve
network
33 Mart's
Mehemet
34 Resort
35 Grain
36 Gasp for
breath
37 Related
34 Surgical
saw
40 Motor
42 Hauls
43 Musical
,nstrumentS
44 Poefol duck
4' T leland
DOWN
old

40D CUOMO OOD
MUM OOMOO
OOD
MODOMO VOO
MOMS DOD
mum am OGUO
MOO OOODOOMOU
DO DOO DOD ma
momannoom OMB
DOM DOM BOOM
UGIO MOOD
ODOMOO MOO=
OOM M000111 MOO
MUD MOOMO MOO

2
3
4
5
6
7

Fond desire
Simian
Le go
Allude to
Above
A state
(abbr)
8 Engages for
military
WMal
9 Threefold
11 The
Pentateuch
12 Conspiracy
14 Armed
conflicts
17 Intellect
20 Stockings
21 Solemn
wm
23 Attitude
24 Time
gone by

COLORING BOOKS

6R-66

C VALUES TO
394 EACH

Contain many favorite children's
stories and characters

26
25
26
27
28

Missives
Mold
Jog
Listened
to
29 Container
30 Tivirlt
31 European
33 Parsonage

N11111111111141111111111111::::::.:::::
Distr by United

Chip-It
GOLF SET
Teach your family
how to play golf in
your backyard.
8.44 VALUE

66

GIBSON J45 Flat To
Also Ludwig drum with
brushes. Phone 7534343

•

Mena
siggappelemimis

Alberto VO-5
HAIRSPRAY
10 OZ. CAN

1111111111FinillIIIIIIM
211111111 iii11111111MilNM
01111111.::iiiii1111111111M11111111111
111111.1111111111glaill1111111111
esture Syndicate. Inc.

2s,

.PENTA TREATED I
Resistant to rot and
Ideal for boat docks
weather exposed uses
Lumber Co., Maple
Murray,Kentucky.

USED MOWER, 24 inc
Wheeler Southland bel
H.P. Briggs engine.
$139.95. Excellent c
$17.00. Bilbrey's,210 Ea
Main.

34 Slides
out of
control
36 Boy
attendant
37 Matures
39 Rowe at
cards
41 Born

WIWI
Mall11111111111B
1111111111111111
11111111111$:.:i111111111111 MOII
HMI:AMIN
MEM
11111111111iiiii11111111111111

QUARTER TYPE mar
old. Phone 753-6977.

NEW HEAVY duty cu
heavy duty gear b(t
jumper and solid tail a
cut up to four inch bush
pick-up. $325.00. Also
five foot pull type ma
and two row new and t
point cultivators, Vinsa
Company,753-4892.

Answer to Yesterday'S Puzzle

Lrossword Puzzle

.130AT, MOTOR, trai
Tidecraft boat with
Evinrude motor, wallo
windshield, power steer
two tanks,complete rig.
go. Must sell now. Phono
7248.

99

• Regular
• Hard to Hold
• Unscented
1.33 VALUE

9-9 MON.-SAT
12:30-6 SUNDAYS

Pacquin
SILK 'N SATIN
LOTION
Dry skin iotior
in big 10'12 Oz
bottle.
2F° 1999
VALUE

Mons
DRESS PANTS

JEANS
44

3

4.66 VALUE
Perma press jeans of 50%
polyester 50°Ic cotton in
bright
plaids.
Hemmed
straight legs. Buy several
pal r at this price. Sizes 29
to 38.

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

6"

7.22 VALUE

Ivy style polyester and wool
blend. Deluxe woven stripes.
on browns, and blues. Perma
press for easy care. 29 to 38.

Acres Of Free
Parking

yrair

BNIKAMERICNID
Equal Opportunity Employer

153-811]

welcome

Mena Casual
Flare & Ivy
PANTS
497

6.66 VALUE

A real buy on mens flare
bottom casuals. Galey Lord
Hi Ridge twills, perma press
in fashion stripes. Sizes
29 to 38

Hi-Density Pol
toons (no mor
painting)
Alurninum trim
W- marine yin:

Safe Family
Mini5x8 - $341
$4C
6x12
+ Includ
All Models in
Freight Free 11
Free Deck Ses
See al
Follov
De monstrators
what you
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get the job done
.•••••••••••M.
...

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

NEW-LOW PRICED BOATS
CLOSE OUT on Combination Ski-Fish & family
runabout type boats.
Tr -Hull-Double bottom construction as low as
$375.00
BRAND NEW
Picking choice $650.00
Use your old motor-get a new boat-all have
lights-Most are dressed up-with or without
trailers
2 MTRS
/
Several used late model Evinrude 91
$235.00 each
See at Panorama Shores
Follow the blacktop to Boats

FOR RENT
10' WIDE,TWO bedroom trailer,
air-conditioned, private. Small
child welcome. Phone 753J28C
4481.

•••••=1116

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
FOUR BEDROOM brick in
Sherwood Forest. Three baths,
large fully equipped kitchen with
breakfast area, seperate dining
room, family room with fire
place,study or 5th bedroom,2 car
garage, Redwood Deck. Quality
construction includes central air
and heat, duel pane windows
thru-out, concrete driveway and
walks, Large corner lot. Three
minutes to new high school, five
minutes from MS.U. By owner.
JulyTNC
Phone 753-6949.

NOTICE

-

H & R USED Furniture Store will
be open six days a week from
10:00 till 6:00. Lots of nice used
furniture, glassware and antaqUes. Come and brown nose
around. We have lots of good
AWL Phone 753-6676, home phone
.12e,c
T53-4716.

City
°refinance

Phosphates

I ams or Victim5
n Anti-Pollution War I

ORDINANCE NUMBER 541, V'I I
AN
ORDINANCE
BEING
LEVYING GENERAL AD
.
.
VALOREM TAXES FOR THE I
i
TWO BEDROOM trailer, nicely
POLL
FUND,
GENERAL
located on private lot, one mile
THE
FOR
TAXES
TAXES,
from City limits. Air-conditioned,
RETIREMENT OF CITY OF
•
Couples or elderly couple. Phone
VOTED
J28P
the MURRAY
WANTED: RIDE '
753-5109.
MISFITAIL "
7,,
1
TAXES TO FINANCE
in Union BONDS,
Goodyear Tire Co
.
shift.Phone THE POLICE AND FIREMEN'S
•
mo
Tenn.
city,
duplex
NEW TWO bedroom
'
IN
LEVY
AND
FUND,
..
PENSION
753-1514.
TFC
apartment. Central heat and air,
LIEU OF TAXES AGAINST
carpet, $130.00 per month. Phone
A
MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM,
TFC
WE
few
HAVE
a
used
air753-7850.
FOR
home,
brick
'
THE YEAR OF 1971
xonditioners, shop scales, chain ALL
FOUR BEDROOM
ORDAINED BY THE
2 miles North of Murray. Phone hoist,fans. We also buy used air- BE IT
1
2/
SEE
FURNISHED TWO bedroom 753-8584 or 753-2347 after 5:00 conditioners and what have you. COMMON COUNCIL OF THE
-house, conveniently located. No p.m.
..
Grayson McClure
J29C _Phone 753-2930.
J28C CITY OF MURRAY, KEN753ne
Pho
ts.
TO
pe
or
AS
TUCKY,
FOLLOWS,
children
Nites 436-5483
•'''''
J26C
WIT:
1573.
THREE BEDROOM farm home, ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- SECTION I: For the year of
•
on new vice,
Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. 1771 there is hereby levied, for
NICE FURNISHED two bedroom 2412 miles West of Kirkseyff t
AKC & FIELD and trail SERVICE STATION; major
he Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far.
gravel road, just o
and
air-conditioned
, a
apartment,
general municipal
Registered Irish Setter pups. brand in ideal location. Owner
carpet, near university. Phone Backusburg Road. Phone 488- mington,Kentucky. June7SNC general ad valorem tax of $0.33
July1P
753-2321.
Phone
retiring.
Phone 753-3509 after 6:00 p.m.
Ju1y10C
J30( 2627.
753-7550.
on each and every One Hundred
• Aiii0;.July8NC
Dollars' ($100.00) worth of
_ .
^...
LANDSCAPE MOWER, 3.5 H.P,
Sherwood
IN
LOT
105'x160'
property, including franchises
belt drive. New price LARGE ROOMS with recreation
_ Ail.
..,
„„,„
NEW AND used tractor tires high wheel,
4:00
after
Phone 753-7358
(assessed fair cash value),
FRtSil IDEAS i'''
s was $139.95, good mowing con- area. Country Estate. Phone 436- Forest.
..„„;;;....0 '
Tractor flats repaired.
,
TFC
located in the City of Murray,
• -1-- .
July29C P.m
2173.
210
Bilbrey's,
467.00.
now
dition,
service. Vinson Tractor Co,
...4
,
Kentucky.
J28C
In East Main.
Phone 753-4892.
_4/
SECTION II: For the year 1971
'14;
frame
NICE APARTMENTS for rent. GOOD TWO bedroom
.I
there is hereby levied, for
and High
hospital
near
home
220.00.
almost
new,
CRIB,
BABY
One bedroom furnished apartLAIDES WILSON golf set, bag
general municipal purposes, a
$9,000,
only
for
lot
large
on
,0
vs
-t
a
iv
School
Barracuda,
Plymouth
Also,
1965
ment and two bedroom unand irons. Phone 753-8584. .129C
,
general ad valorem tax of $0.19
e
m45;4
$450.00. International Cadet furnished. phone 753_5079. j26c or will trade for small acreage.
•
,...
Dollars"
Hundred
One
each
on
Galloway Ins. & Real Estate,
,.
5 H.P. OUTBOARD motor, used riding mower. Phone 753-5754 or
'''-''' ' •
($100.00) worth of bank shares
116u2 South 5th Street. Phone 753July1C
one season, $50.00. Phone 436- 7534688.
:
(assessed fair cash value) issued Thousandt
753-3642
401 Maple St.
J28C
5842.
sci
silvery smelt spill onto dock of fishing boat after bolas
J29C
Two
5570.
SMALL
NICE
by each and every bank and trust
m take Eris
Erie. Th. lake's westem
acce•
unms
d is.rafanatui
trzli
1971-175 HONDA Moto-sport.
bedroom furnished house
City
the
in
company
of
Murray,
trap, idl
ea for feeding fish. This
FOUR BEDROOM spacious
THREE DACHSHUNDS, all Excellent condition. Less than
on large lot,
lakie produces a larger fish harvest than any other- °rani inks.
home in one of Murray's best STRAW WANTED, Will contract Kentucky.
black. Two males a year old and 725 miles. Phone 474-2257 after
three miles from Murray.
SECTION III: For the year of
•
2,500 square feet wheat, barley or oat straw in any
neighborhoods.
4:00p.m.
years
two
female,
hair
three
'
one long
Ideal for two or
J23C
1971 there is- hereby levied, for
car
two
plus
area,
living
of
Robinson
Lynn
Contact
amount.
old. All good with children. Call
By Central Press college boys.
garage. On lot 150x380, fully phone 753-5167 days or 489-2189 general municipal purposes, a
J29C
753-2676.
Phone 753-5108 after 5:110
WASHINGTON--One of the most controversial and least uneach
every
on
and
$1.50
of
tax
poll
J30c
.
753Phone
landscaped.
nights.
over phosp.m.
SOFA BED; dark blue, also 9x12
male inhabitant of the City of derstood issues in the anti-pollution arena is the one
July1C
7905.
J26C
phate detergents.
753Phone
blue.
dark
rug,
save
Kentucky,
BOAT MOTOR, trailer, 14'
When the confusion clears, many American homemakers may
MurraY'
J28C
MOBILE HOME & boat in- except
those individuals exempandt discover that the environmentalists are doing them more harm
Cherokee, 40 H.P. electric motor, 2415.
142.mn.
space,
TRAILER
Low
RENTING
coverage.
Broad
surance.
12'x50' TWO BEDROOM trailer,
under the terms of
skis, life jackets, etc. $650.00. See
"`" than good by demanding restrictions on that major household
all electric, central heat and air, cramped? 125_ .00_ _ down, $25-00 rates. Excellent claim service. S
the Year ef product.
IV • F
at 907 Vine, Murray,or phone 753"
•
J26c MATTRESS AND Springs with on private lot. Phone 753-3785 month can put you on your own See us_before you buy. Galloway 1071 there. is hereby
levied, for
Phosphates have been linked to "pollution" of waterways such
'5877.
j29c lot. 100'x250', city water, own Insurance & Real Estate Agency. general municipal purposes, a as Lake Erie that take effluent from public sewage-treatment
frame, ideal for trailer. Also after 6:00 p.m.
'
phosphates are said to "eutroph y'
pavement, close in. Phone 753- Phone 753-5842.
July7G general ad valorem tax of 20.05poll
not
misses clothing, size 7-8. Phone
plants. Thoughutants,
PUPS. Two males' 489-2311.
J28C
J28P TWO BEDROOM apartment, air- 3745, or 753-5713.
the lakes, causing excess growth of such organisms as algae,
.SCHNAUZER
on each One Hundred Dollars'
which compete with fish for oxygen.
Three months old, need homes.
una Despite the wide attention focused in recent years on Lake
of
worth
conditioned, fully carpeted. Good
($100.00)
Intelligent, no shedding, house
carall
BEDROOMS,
THREE
NOTICE
J29C
location * Phone 753-4331 •
cc ( assessed Erie as a conspicuous victim of pollution, Dr. William .T. Pecora,
manufactured tobao
broken, loves children. Phone JOE DON'T forget to bring home
peted, all built-in kitchen, 20'x30'
fair cash value) within the City of director of the U.S. Biological
your
receive
not
do
you
If
Blue
and
shampooer
753-9371.
J26C that new
_
The company obtained mod
Survey, roundly condemns this
TWO LARGE bedroom apart- swimming pool (good shape)
Murray, Kentucky.
call 753Lustre and you can clean the
PaPer by six p.m.
samples from 30 feet below the
227,000.00 or would consider trade
.
,
_
_
idea as a misconception.
Available
newly.paneled.
ments
is
there
1971
of
the
For
pear
6:30
and
6:00
between
9269
'
to
anything, is floor of the lake and found 'a
VACUUM CLEANER Fraatc carpet while*I play cards. Go
753- for farm. 1305 Kirkwood. Phone !
-Lake Erie, if
now
hereby levied, for genera
- • $65.00 per month. Phone
J29C
p.m.
too alive. The western part of uniform phosphate .content fOr
753-2669
for
appointment.
Statesman, in excellent con- Western Auto, Home of "The
J29C
nec 8333 or 753-7671.
municipal purposes, a general ad the lake is a natural nutrient the entire depth. Since 30 feet
dition. All attachments, 225.00. Wishing Well."
valorem tax of $0.15 on each One trap, an extremely shallow shelf certainly exceeds the amount of
location;
good
SMALL
FARM;
TRADE
or
Phone 753-4715 753-8953. J28C
FOR SALE OR
THE CUSTOM Curing Depart- Hundred Dollars'(2100.00) worth that receives a large amount of sediment laid down since their
business or future investment.
unmanufactured natural organic material trans- introduction of synthetic deterall
. ment of Gibson-Locker Plant will of
ST. BERNARD Puppies. AKC WILL SELL or trade In- One mile East Murray, ap
gents in 1946, the evidence :is
•BOAT, MOTOR, trailer. 1971 registered. Phone
(assessed ported by rivers from the sur- clear that there has been :a
products
agricultural
remodeling
for
be
closed
Paducah, ternational dozer,"A" class proximateI y 10 acres pasture.
terrain.
of rounding
Tidecraft boat with 60 H•P• Kentucky,554-4786.
..
City
the
value)
within
cash
fair
25,
August
1,
June
until
g
nnin
begi
J26C
stables, water.Thatorganic material may steady supply of phosphatrs
21800.00 Hog wire fencing,
condition with tilt trailer.
Evinrude motor, walk through
J28C Murray, Kentucky, that are not be green scum to humans, but from nautral sources througpfirm. Also; house, all electric and Cozy older 7 room house, modern. 1971.
windshield, power steering, skits,
actually on hand at the plants of it means food for fish. It ac- out the history of Lake Erie. .
on
cabin
BLOCK
MASONARY
two lots, 100x200, two miles from For appointment call 436two tanks,complete rig. Ready to
A number of environmentalBROOK'S WOOD Shop is closed, manufacturing concerns for the counts f9r the fish harvest of
Formins Murray. City water, landscaped. 2173.
River.
Blood
TFC
go. Must sell now. Phone 753effective June 25, 1971. If purpose of manufacture, nor in Lake Erie being equal to the ists and other experts have
Development, sell with small $14,500.00. Will also trade for late
Lakes corn- warned that hastily applied iieJ28P
7248.
anything is to be picked up, call the hands of the producer or any rest of the Great
FOR LEASE
down payment. Lowell King. model pick-up, etc. Phone 753. strictions on phosphate liettirbipedwhom
to
producer
the
of
agent
Street.
16th
South
753-1843,102
.
J2tiC
-0
•
•
Phone 753-3810.
gents may also have significant
8548.
J26C
conveyed
been
have
products
the
QUARTER TYPE mare, 5 years
_.,
,., DUE to their persistent Luso- repercussions on home safety,
DDT FOR LEASE; large display J29F
J29C
old. Phone 753-6977.
FOR RENT, SALE
°r assigned for the Purium "` dation w i t h eutrophication, public health and the longevity
..1.
lot, next to Holiday Inn on Hvry
ALUMINUM TRAILER, apphosphate detergents have been of wearing apparel and laundry
841 South is for lease. This lot has OVERWEIGHT? WEIGHT I ins mu'.
Ideal for
proximately 1rx19'. ---- AVAILABLE AFTER A
• For.the year of banned in several locales. Mean- equipment. This is primarily dile
SECTION ..
15, over $1500.00 worth ofim-V
. PENTA TREATED lumber.
1971.
or
Three
fishermen,
back.
campers, hunters,
anteed or your money
bedroom brick home,
Resistant to rot .and te •tes.
1971 there is hereby levied, for while, producers of phosphate to the fact that many substiprovements on 1I., this lot will be Phone Shapemakers,753tutes for phosphate detergents
lake lots. Phone 492-8354. TFNC 2 baths, built-in
retirement of City of Murray detergents point out that no are highly alkaline, these subrange, utty
the
Ideal for boat docks and any
.
leased on a first come first served 062.
July13C voted
•tai bonds, a tax of proof exists that the removal of
room, and carport, located in a
weather exposed uses. Murray
phosphate detergents from the stitutes are both toxic and curFor information call 753basis.
Lumber Co., Maple Street, 10x55 MONARCH Mobile home: nice Murray Suburb. Address all 3640
$0.04 per One Hundred Don' market will significantly limit sive.
.
J28C .
HELP WANTED
all
on
Dr. Jesse L. Steinfeld, U.S
Murray,Kentucky.
(2100.00) taxable valuation
eutrophication.
1TC furnished, carpeted, has washer inquiries by mail to Mr R K
SERVICES OFFERED
taxable proPertY within the CitY To underscore this point, surgeon general, has noted that
and air conditioner, city gas, 2 Fletcher, Jr.; 141042 Chickasaw
WANTED-EXPERIENCED
Procter & Gamble Company "the danger is that the natiorial
.
. Road; Paris, Term. 38242; Tel.
NEW HEAVY duty cutters with miles from campus. phone 753
short order cook pay up to $1.75 of Murray, Kentucky.
the outcry over the levels of phosSECTION VI: For the year of scientists •recently tested Lake
heavy duty gear box, stump 6569.
July1P FURNITURE REFINISHING. per hour. Wanted-e
TFC 901-642-1556.
'enced
uu will :ateesw inreduetteargs unts
r data puhu
deiin
th
tedmu
velsuof
xPen
te lere
ud
ha
iespa
ro
for i:
jUrnper and solid tail wheel. Will
All work guaranteed. Free pick- waitress pay up to $1.25 per hour. 1971 there is hereby levied,
to
WANTED TO BUY.
cut up to four inch bush. Five foot LAST YEARS model moody boat
re 6
Mi
up and delivery. Free estimate. Ky. Lake Lodge Restaurant on the financing of the MurtaY before the AmericanChemical health or environmental Impact
•pick-up. $325.00. Also four and trailer, like new condition,$90.00.
of alternatives to phosphates."
Police and Firemen's Pension Society.
Antique or natural finish. Jerry Highway ge,Aurora,Kenfive foot pull type models. One phone 753.6346.
j2sc Fund, a tax of $0.03 per One
ITC WANT TO BUY; logs and !decay,753_3045.
JulY16C tucky.
standing timber. Also have for
Hundred Dollars' ($100.00)
and two row new and used three
sale lumber and sawdust. WILL wAst lawns, Experienced.
taxable valuation of all taxable
point cultivators, Vinson Tractor
LOST
&
FOUND
iTc LIGHT WEIGHT four foot Murray saw mie and Lumber
,
property within the City of
Company,7534892.
Phone 753-6030.
TFNC
bushhog, used less than one hour. Co. Phone '753-4147.
LOST OR STRAYED from the Murray, Kentucky.
TFC
,
J29P
Phone 436-2167.
,
James Bean Farm. calf, 350 lbs.
SECTION VII: For the year'
USED MOWER, 24 inch cut, Hi
AUTOS FOR SALE
Tagged, No. 3. Contact Charles 1971 the Murray Electric
.•
BARBER Bean if
HORNBUCKLE'S
Wheeler Southland belt drive. 4
found at 436-2337 or 436- shall pay .to. City of Murray,
SLABS
&
W.
SAWDUST.
M.
H.P. Briggs engine. New was
'&1 DODGE POLARA, 4-door, Shop,open 3:00 p.m.- 10-00 p.m, nu
Jul', IC lieu of taxes, an amount of •
Avery Lumber Coo
•
Friday.
through
PurYear` sedan. Well equipped, extra nice, Tuesday
$139.95. Excellent condition,
to be computed as follows:
Term.
TFC
Closed
7:011
8
11:00
Saturday,
and road-ready, 1630 Far$87.00. Bilbrey's, 210 East
Street percent of which the book valu
6th
near
STRAYEDFROM
75c,
J28C
mer.
Main.
J2I1C •Monday. Boy's haircut,
and Vine, black, tan and white of all property, certified under .
Men's haircut, 91 00 HornEXCELLENT, efficient,
,
....
youngmale Beagle.Belongs to the terms of Senate Bill No.
Spruce
213
Shop,
Barber
buckle's
for the
GIBSON J45 Flat Top guitar. economical, Blue Lustre carpet 1964 PONTIAC TEMPEST itreet. Phone 753-7742
Tf .'NC
I" -Bud" Futrell. Reward- (Regular Session, 1988)
6
cylinder,
rhono 753-7680.
Also Iiidwig drum with cases and cleaner. Rent eleFtric shampooer convertible,
J2lllic current year, represents of the
'- 4.126c automatic, $295.00. Also 1965
J26C $1. Big K.
• .•'''
By appointment also
brushes. Phone 753-5343.
book value of all property cerMustang convertible 6 cylinder
shall'
1965
THANKS
year
CARD OF
tified for the tax
phone 753-7742
• automatic, $495.00. Phone 436be applied to the amount of in lieu
1
We wish to express our deep
5570.
PONTOON BOATS
J29C
-.
,
n.,, tax payments made to City •
,...
appreciation
and
tha
at, 1111r•
Ponaluminum
and
inside
1965,
of
year
Polystyrene
the
for
Murray
HI Density
TODDLERS DAY Care Now
nks t° .
.
paid
be
many friends and relatives for the resulting total shall
1970 MACH I Mustang, fully open
-.
for children three months
-.
toons (no more rusting, scraping, sanding or
'
ernressions of
equipped. Air-conditioned,
the many
t..
State
years.
- ---r-- ---- - sYln- City of Murray for the year •
approved.
three
to
painting)
to
la
extended
automatic, power steering and
kindness
.
us, and
Reasonable rates. Experienced pathy
1971. Provided further, Blatt there
,
our loved shall be added to this total the
Aluminum trim & railings exterior plywood deck
brakes. Take over payments. help.
of
death
`luring
the
•., b.
Day or week. Phone 753J28p
a..
We
Dublin.
Phone 767-4306.
one,
Henry
Kirksey
W- marine vinyl covering
J26C
amount provided by multiplying
4481.
..•
' •
thank the nurses the doctors, Bro. such portion of the amount of .
..
..so.
,
Maintainence Free
Safe Family Fun
1969 NOVA 3-speed, two door
on f°Hi.is words of
"
William
Hardis
of
year
the
for
such payments
CEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
Mini-Pontoon-Deck Size
hardtop. Vinyl roof, 307. Will sell
the sinvers from the 1965 as is subject to percentage
•
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- consolation
7th and College Church of Christ,
or trade for newer car. Phone 7538x16 - S975.00
5xli - $347.50
.
increases authorized under the
5933.
July29C
":i..
the pallbearers and Roberts
TFNC
9269 after 5:00 p.m.
..ft
provisions of KRS 132.027 and ie., •
8x2i; - $1095.00
6x12 - $497.50
Funeral Chapel and staff May 160.470 by the total of such per
WIT
L
for
BABY-SIT
small
1960 GMC 'A ton pick-up, long
+ Includes Steering & Sun Canopy
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re a force of 1.500
3, before
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.
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tank
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Cases Are Heard In
The Calloway Court

The Prima
Source of NI
In Murray i
Calloway Co

Standings

Several cases have been
.>=1Pcioc•ii=•Qcz-cncmmagos
disposed of in the Calloway By United Press International
County Court of Judge Robert 0.
National League
Miller in the past two weeks.
East
Those placed on the court records
W. L. Pet. GB
were as follows:
46 26 .639 ....
Pittsburgh
called from the minors, hit a Carl Duncan, Dexter, reckless New York
By FRED McMANE
41 28 .594 3%
two-run homer as the Yankees driving, fined $10.00 costs $18.50; St. Louis
UPI Sports Writer
39 35 .527 8
Police.
Vida Blue's family finally got tagged young Pete Broberg State
35 35 .500 10
Chicago
a look at baseball's hottest with his first major league loss. Betty Norman, Wingo, reckless Philadelphia
29 41 .414 16
commodity Friday night, and Ron Swoboda, acquired earlier driving,fined $100.00 costs $13.50; Montreal
28 40 .412 16
from
Montreal,
Sheriff.
now they know first-hand what in the day
Aest
delivered a run-scoring single in Freddie Lee Johnson, Route
all the commotion is about.
W. L. Pct. GB
Blue's mother, brother and his first game as a Yankee and Three Murray, illegal possesion San Francisco 48 26 .649.
costs
$10.00
with
a
fined
Gibbs
chipped
in
alcohol,
of
four sisters were flown to Jake
39 33 .542 8
Los Angeles
$18.50; City Police.
Oakland from Mansfield, La., two-run homer.
34 37 .479 12%
Houston
by the Athletics' owner, Charles A two-run homer by Tommy Robert Freeman, Route Five, Atlanta
35 42 .455 14%
0. Finley, Friday night and Harper and a solo homer by Gadsen, Ala., improper passing, Cincinnati
32 42 .432 16
watched 21-year-old Vida blank Johnny Griggs sparked Mil- fined $10.00 costs $18.50; State San Diego
26 47 .356 21%
Harper's Police.
victory.
the Kansas City Royals, 7-0, on waukee's
Friday's Results
five hits for his 16th victory of homer came in the eighth James Baker, Route Six, Paris, New York 4 Montreal 1 (1st
inning and helped Sltip Lock- Tenn., improper passing, costs of game)
the season.
Blue, who will be 22 years old wood to his fourth victory $18.50 paid, fine of $10.00 New York 4 Montreal 2 (2nd
suspended; State Police.
next Monday, struck out 12 and against six losses.
game)
recorded his sixth shutout of Run-scoring singles by Carlos Glenda Hill, Route One Almo, Chicago 12 St. Louis 0
the season while boosting his May and Tom Egan in the first speeding, costs of 218.50 paid, Atlanta 8 Cinc 6 (1st game)
record to 16-2. No runner got inning provided the White Sox fine of $10.00 suspended; State Atlanta 10 Cinc 3 (2nd game)
beyond second against Blue, with the necessary runs to Police.
Pitts 14 Phila 4
who turned in his 16th complete defeat California. Tommy John Gil Hopson, Route Three, Houston 5 San Francisco 4
game and reduced his earned allowed six hits in eight innings Murray
San Diego 5 Los Angeles 4
of work to gain credit for his speeding costs of 818.50 paid, fine
run average to 1.37.
year.
victory
of
the
of $10.00 suspended; State Police.
The game marked the first fifth
Today's Probable Pitchers
Bill Gilbreth, brought up Mary Ann Seaton, Shady Oaks
time that Blue's family had
Pittsburgh ( Ellis 11-3) at
ever seen him pitch in any from the minors Thursday, Trailer Court, speeding, fined Philadelphia (Short 4-8)
professional game. They eat in allowed only five hits in his $10.00 costs $18.50; State Police. New York (Koosman 3-5) at
box
and major league debut as the
Finley's ..private
Montreal (Renko 7-6), night
received an ovation when Tigers downed the Indians.
Chicago (Holtzman 5-8) at St.
seven
but
Gilbreth
walked
crowd
of
introduced to the
Louis (Gibson 4-6), night
struck out seven and stranded
33,888 fans.
Cincinnati (McGlothlin 3-4) at
In other American League 11 runners. Willie Horton and
Atlanta (Stone 0-3), night
games, Baltimore beat Boston Al Kaline homered for the Persons were charged,entered
San Francisco (Bryant 6-3) at
7-3, New York whipped Wash- Tigers.
pleas of guilty, and were fined in Houston (Dierker 10-3), night.
ington 12-2, Milwaukee beat
the City Court of Judge Pro-tern
San Diego (Norman 0-1 and
Minnesota 3-1, Chicago blanked
Ernest Brooks on Friday, June Arlin 2-11) at Los Angeles
California 2-0 and Detroit
18, and Monday, June 21. Cases (Alexander 0-0 and Osteen 8-5),
defeated Cleveland 6-1.
placed on the permanent court 2 twi-night.
The Mets swept a doublerecords were as follows:
header from Montreal 4-1 and
Charles R. Rushing, disorderly
Sunday's Gaines
4-2, Atlanta took a pair from
conduct,fined $10.00 costs $10.00. New York at Montreal
Cincinnati 8-6 and 10-3, Pit- LUBBOCK, Tex. (UPI)—A Jimmy
Eldridge, Chicago at St. Louis
Dale
tsburgh walloped Philadelphia balance between running and disregarding stop sign and Cincinnati at Atlanta
14-4, Houston
nipped San passing from the East will reckless driving, fined $50.00 San Francisco at Houston
Francisco 5-4, Chicago crushed
San Diego at Los Angeles
attempt to offset one of the costs $10.00.
St. Louis 12,0 and San Diego most explosive West air shows Bobby Kirk, no operator's Pittsburgh at Philadelphia 2.
edged Los Angeles 5-4 in ever assembled during the 174 license, fined $20.00 costs $10.00,
American League
National League games.
Annual Coaches All-America public drunkenness and curfew
East
Mike Epstein's 10th homer of Football Game here tonight.
violations, fined $30.00 costs
W. L. Pet. GB
the year and a two-run single Kickoff for the game before $10.00.
45 23 .662
by Sal Bando were the big hits 42,000-plus fans packed into Danny L. Bobo , disorderly Baltimore
40 31 .563 6%
Detreit
for Oakland, which stretched its
costs
$10.00.
conduct,
fined
$10.00
Texas Tech's Jones Stadium
37 31 .544 8
lead in the AL West to 10 will be 8:30 p.m. (EDT). It will Benjamin Dwain Bell, driving Boston
33 37 .471 13
New York
games over the Royals.
ie televised nationally (by while intoxicated, amended to
31 38 .449 14%
Paul Blair's two-run triple
reckless driving, fined $50.00 Cleveland
ABC).
Washington
24 44 .353 21
snapped a 3-3 tie in the ninth The weatherman has prom- costs $10.00.
West
inning and paved the way for ised
cloudy
skies, Rodger Kerry Letterman,
partly
W. L. Pet. GB
Baltimore's victory. Boog temperatures near 90 and no speeding, fined $10.00 costs
47 23 .671 ....
Oakland
Powell and Frank Robinson rain at kickoff. Each team has $10.00.
35 31 .530 10
homered for Baltimore while won five games since the contes Larry Orr, public drunkenness Kansas City
35 36 .493 12%
Rico Petrocelli and Reggie began in 1961.
and disorderly conduct, fined Minnesota
32 42 .432 17
California
Smith connected for Boston. The East, a 34-27 victory last $50.00 costs $10.00.
27 38 .415 17%
The victory was the Orioles' year under Louisiana Stale Arie Vance, no operator's Chicago
27 39 .409 18
Milwaukee
ninth in their last 11 genies.
coach Charley McClendon, will license, fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
Friday's Results
Felipe Alou drove in four be looking for its second Dale Clark Southard, reckless
runs with a triple and a single straight victory. The West won driving, find $50.00 costs $10.00. New York 12 Washington 2
and Ron Blomberg, just re- the 1969 battle 14-10 in the final Joe Wilson, public drtmkennes, Baltimore 7 Boston 3
Chicago 2 California 0
game played in Atlanta before fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
JuniOr toll
'Detroit 6 Cleveland 1
reckless
Wilder,
William
Duke
the classic was moved to
driving, amended to disorderly Milwaukee 3 Minnesota 1
Lubbock.
Calloway
Oakland 7 Kansas City 0
The West aerials will be conduct, fined $10.00 costs 210.00.
Junior golf winners at the hurled by Stanford's Jim Rex Sins, public drunkennes,
Today's Probable Pitchers
Calloway Country Club have been Plunkett, 1970 Heisman Trophy fined $20.00 costs $10.00.
Kansas City (Dal Canton 7-21
announced for this week. They winner, and Southern Metho- A number of persons were fined
are as follows:
having at Oakland (Hunter 10-5)
dist's Chuck Iiiirson. Rounding $10.00 costs $10.013 for
Milwaukee (Pattin 6-71 at
11 & Under—Girls, Tammy out the starting backfield will no city stickers or no inspection
Boone, winner, Lee Anna Dick, be tailback Joe Orduna of stickers, but their names were Minnesota (Perry 11-51
runnerup. Boys, Howard Boone, Nebraska, fullback ,Bo Cornell not placed on the permenent California (May 3-5) at Chicago
(Borten 2-4).
winner.
of Washington and flanker court records.
Washington (McLain 4-13i at
& 13—Boys, Gary Sullivan, Ernie Jennings of the Air
New York (Stottlemyre 7-61
roo Philpot, tied for low score, Force.
"JAME IRKS VICAR
Cleveland (Farmer 0-0( at
David Frank, runnerup.
Recievers include Bob Moore HERTFORD, England (UPI)
14 through 1,7,-Girls. Kathy of Standord, J. D. Hill of —Alan and Noreen Cullimore Detroit (Kilkenny 1-3), night
Mitchell, winner, Beverly Arizona State and Chuck Ducus said today they are still Baltimore (Cuellar 10-1 and
Parker, runnerup. Boys, Lee of Arkansas.
determined to get their 2-year- Jackson 1-0) at Boston ( Peters
Stewart, winner, Tommy Keller, The East offense will be old daughter christened Kiola 6-5 and Siebert 10-41 2, daynight.
runnerup.
headed by quarterbacks Scott even though the vicar of their
Hunter of Alabama, Buddy Lee church refused to perform the
Sunday's Games
of ISU and Rex Kern of Ohio ceremony.
Cleveland at Detroit
sounded
name
her
said
"He
State. Kern will start at strong
Baltimore at Boston
like a fruit drink," Mrs.
defensive safety.
Kansas City at Oakland, 2
The East ground game will Cullimore said. "But that's her
Milwaukee at Minnesota, 2 ,
feature tailback Dave Brungard name and we don't want to
California
at Chicago, 2
We'll
find
a
way."
change
it.
of Alabama, fullback Mike
Washington at New York, 2.
Adamie of Northwestern and
halfback
Jim
Livesay
of
In softball action Thursday Richmond. Receivers include
night, Beale Hardware downed Paul Staroba of Michigan, Wes
the Kegheads, Duncan defeated (lesson of Duke and John
Carroll VW, and (arrico beat Andrews of Indiana.
From The
Pritchett.
McClendon is again head
The Kegheads scored one nut coach for the East, and the
in the top of the second. Beale West is under the direction of
scored two in the third and four in Nebraska coach Bob Devaney.
By United Press International
the fifth. The Kegheads picked The two men last faced each
WASHINGTON—A Selective
up a pair in the fourth and fifth to other in the 1971 Orange Bowl,
Service spokesman, talking
make the final 6-3, Beale.
about the delay in legislation to
which Devany won.
Duncan scored five runs in the
extend the draft:
CARD.
GET
PA1TERSON
first inning, with Carroll scoring
"If we had legislation t the
ST. LOUIS (UPI)—The St.
four in the second half of the
15th
of July, we could 'tort
purchLouis
Friday
Cardinals
frame. Duncan went xi to score a
drafting people in the month of
ased
righthandthe
of
contract
total of four in the third and
July, but I doubt if we could
ed pitcher Daryl Patterson
fourth while Carroll VW only
meet ( our quota for that
Athletics.
from
the
Oakland
scored two. Carroll VW came
month."
in
16
Patterson, 27, appeared
back ila the top of the fifth to score
Oakland,
for
games
relief
in
six, while Duncan only got-two..
WASHINGTON—Rep. Claude
with an 0-1 record and an
Duncan came back in the last two
Pepper, D-Fla., saying it would
earned-run average of 5.29.
to
runs
five
score
innings to
be wrong for Congress to cut
Carroll's three. The final was 16- WETS 4n4 WAIVERS
off funds to pay for airlifts
NEW YORK (UPI)—Al Weis,
15 in favor of Duncan.
from Cuba:
Carrico downed Pritchett by a whose .455 average made him
"The people who signed up to
RELEASED—Adaiii MuelleF
score of 10-7. Pritchett went into the unlikely batting star of tht tells newsmen in New
leave Cuba have been forced to
the game undefeated. Carrico 1969 World Series, was placed York how he was arrested
work in the sugar canes for six
had lost one game. Carrico took OP waivers Friday by the New and released in Kilce, Poyears while waiting for the
off with a tremendous pace York Meta.
airlift."
land, after he flew there to
Weis,
33, who came to the visit his 82-yearscoring eight runs in the first five
old fainnings. Pritchett did not cross Mets along with Tommie Agee ther. Mueller defected to
HOLLYWOOD — Composer
in
an
off-season
Pritchett
trade
in
period.
1967;
the plate in that
Rudolph rhnl, 91, giving his
the West in 1958. He was
tried to come back and scored was placed on waivers to make sentenced in May to five
opinion f modern popular
seven runs in the sixth. Carrico room on the roster for the years on espionage charges.
Music ,
the iffilintage-and storee )return of Agee frem)the 15-day not waa--vrtrosed Inter :for
"Too much guitar—en nyttil
disabled list
ion" leasons
two more to win it 10-7.
instrument."

Persons Are Fined
In The City Court

Coaches All
America Game
Set Tonight

As she spoke one of several
busloads oi elementary school
children gathered around a
ceremonial hut as a teacher
told of earlier Ainu glories and
native culture. They were a
people without the Mongoloid
features of other Asians, more
like Europeans of Mediterranean appearance.
Unlike the ,apanese, who
years ago wereurlined toward
agriculture, the Ainu were a
race of hunters and fishermen.
Even today, dominant among
the wood carvings they offer
for sale are bears, usually with
a fish held in their teeth.

By JOHN PINKERMAN
Copley News Service
SHIFtA01, Japan — This tiny
village of thatched roof huts
near the southern shore of
Japan's northernmost island of
Hokkaido reflects the sad
plight of a vanishing race.
Sniraoi is an Ainu village and
it is a prime attraction in
Hokkaido's growing tourist
industry.
However,
it
represents also an example of
the depths to which the once
proud and powerful Ainu
aborigines have sunk.
It is a village of hunters and
fishermen turned souvenir
hawkers. It is a village that
shows in an exhibit hut the
weapons and utensils used by
these powerful white people
centuries ago. But, it also is a
village of Coke machines,
cheap jewelry and all the other
features of a Coney Island
midway.
Shiraoi is situated on the
shore of Lake Poroto and is
inhabited by about 300 Ainu
who are among only 1,600 who
still live in all-Ainu villages and
wear the traditional tribal
dress.
Two rows of about 40 huts
selling wood carvings, beads
and other gifts lead the way to
the more traditional complex of
huts. There are enclosures with
captive bears for the tourists
and there is the chief of the
village with blue eyes, a long
white beard and the traditional
colorful garb that distinguish
the Ainu.
Whereas years ago the Ainu
thrived as fearless hunters and
hardy fishermen,they eke out a
living these days selling gifts
from their stands to tourists.
The village chief has an additional income source —
posing for pictures for a fee.
While a visit here is interesting for the curious
tourist, it also is a sad experience, as expressed by Miss
Rueko Terada, pretty young
Japanese guide: "It's too bad,"
she said, -that the Ainu can't
do any better than this. Those
who have intermarried with
our people do much better but
those who wish to retain their
old ways can't do much more
than this."

The Ainu are short and
stocky with wavy hair and their
native language is unlike any
other known. Their religion is
animistic and centers on a bear
cult. They once dominated
Hokkaido and the northern part
of the main island of Honshu
but were gradually pushed
north as the Japanese expanded. By the start of the 19th
Century they were mostly
confined to Hokkaido.
Today their own language is
disappearing in favor of
Japanese. In not too many
years even villages like Shirai'
are likely to vanish. Until then
the proud Ainu must survive in
the role of merchants.

United Press In

RUNS 6.7 MILES ON 104TH BRITHDAY—Larry Lewis
toasts his wife Eiessie, 73, with fresh mountain valley
water after running his usual 6.7 miles in San Francisco, then running another mile to his 104th birthday
party. He has been a waiter at a hotel for 24 years.

TWO CITED
Two persons were cited by the
Murray Police Department last
night. They were one for reckless
driving and one for reckless
driving and no state inspection
sticker.
YANKS GET SWOBODA
NEW YORK ( UP1)—Outfielder Ron Swoboda returned
Friday to the New Y
baseball scene of which he
a colorful part for five fun
seasons with the Mets —this
time as a member of the
Yankees.
The Yankees acquired the 6foot-2, 195-pound slugger from
the Montreal Expos in ea.
hcnage for utility outfielew
Ron Woods and a small amount
of cash. Woods was assigned by
Montreal to Winnipeg of the
International League.

News

n

A crime
Ati violenti
Propert:
gaper cent, MU
it, forcible rape
ast, robbery up 20
aggravated assault ui
cent, burglary up 11
larceny of $50 and over
cent and auto theft up 5

In the first three montl
there were 24,006 cars
New York City.

Winners
Announced At

Quotes

GETTING IT TOGETH
participants in a week-I
The clinic was spousore
1 Lynn Erwin, Rt. 1
row Gale Broach

U.S. women now hold 1.
of top federal jobs, cor
1.4 per cent in 1968.
alarming increase conti
male chauvinist warns
will hold half the top Jo
726 years''.
Got sort of warm Seth

The Murray Shrine
vitational Golf Tournan
this year for August 7

Astronauts took hot di
moon on Apollo 11
Probably one reason
they have no crumbe
around.

A

new corporation with.everienced managenient and personnel

•JIMMY B. JONES, President
•CHARLES K. RUDOLPH, General Supt.
• MARCIA SHRUM, Secretary

•BOB McDONALD, Grade Foreman
• NICK MOORE, Paving Foreman
•EARL SHRUM, Sales Representative
•GARY VANDER BOEGH, Sales Representative

Beautify and Increase The Value Of Your Property With
Long Lasting Asphalt.
We Offer Services In:
* DRIVEWAYS (Paved and Sealed)
*PARKING LOTS *COMMERCIAL PAVING
* EXCAVATION
*STONE and GRAVEL
*ASPHALT SEALER MAINTENANCE MATERIAL

Call Collect! 443-8808 For Free Estimates
WE SERVE THE FOLLOWING COUNTIES
• McCRACKEN

•BALLARD

• MARSHALL

• LIVINGSTON

•GRAVES

•CALLOWAY

4WW:o4MM4gg.All Materials Are Stets Approved

Next month is Hot Dog]
the hot dog folks.say II
month alone American
1.2 billion hot dogs.

Tbe term "hot dog" wai
1900. Concessionairi
Stevens had his salesmi
dogs from portable
tanks at the New
Grounds, yelling "Th
hot! Get your red hot'
sausages!" Sports hum
Dorgan took the idea al
a cartoon of a talkina
But he wasn't quite sun
spell dachshund,and sc
"Hot Dog."

HOSPITAL PATI
Mrs. Leonard Wood i1
at the Baptist Memorial
Memphis, Tenn., whe
undergoing tests. She is
to be home later this we
in Room 1015.

The Weatl

11====6111=11111M
Partly cloudy with
showers and Uftinderst
numerous over the sou
most likely during the
and evenings through
Little change in ter
Highs today upper 80
Lows tonight mid 601 I
Highs.Tuesday mostly

